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Abstract

The limited driving range, due to the poor storage capability of electric batteries, represents one of
the greatest challenges in the development of electric vehicles. This concern leads to an extremely
demanding design of every component within the vehicle powertrain in order to achieve their
maximum energy efficiency and decrease the demand on the battery. Additionally, in cold climate
conditions, the efficiency of the heating system of an electric vehicle decreases and it can result in
further reducing its driving range. In this thesis, 1D modelling in Amesim will be used to analyze
different concepts of thermal management for an electric vehicle. Firstly, a 1D model of the original
refrigeration system of the chosen vehicle (Fiat 500e) was built by implementing the data of each
component. The components were individually modelled, then assembled within a system level
model and the final model was validated. Secondly, starting with the validated system, a 1D model
of a heat pump system was proposed as a replacement for the commonly used positive temperature
coefficient heater (PTC). This model was obtained exploiting the information available on the
refrigeration system and assuming all the unknown characteristics. An energy and exergy analysis
was carried out to determine the individual components and overall system performance. Finally,
the vehicle cabin was modelled exploiting a new Embedded CFD tool of Amesim capable of
combining the advantages of 1D and 3D modelling, hence providing lower CPU resources and time
consumption required to perform a simulation due to the lower effort to model the temperature
distribution inside the cabin. This approach gives also the chance to study zonal heating and cooling
of the cabin in order to reduce the energy demand on the battery. Numerous simulations were
performed to analyze the impact of different settings and parameters validating each of them
through comparison with experimental data.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

1.1 Statement of the Purpose
The heating system of an internal combustion engine vehicle is composed of a heat core, which
exploits the waste heat withdrawn by the engine coolant. However, an electric vehicle motor does
not release large amounts of heat that could be recovered and reused to warm the air in the car
cabin. Therefore, alternative heat sources are needed to perform the heating operations in cold
climate conditions. A solution widely used in many electric vehicles, among them also the previous
version of the Fiat 500e, is the positive temperature coefficient heater (PTC heater). Even if electric
heaters usually have a high First Law efficiency, in cold climate conditions such systems become
the largest energy consumption system in the vehicle. In order to decrease the energy demand on
the battery by the heating system, a heat pump system has been proposed as an alternative or
supporting solution for two reasons. Firstly, a heat pump system operates using the same
thermodynamic cycle used in the air conditioning (AC) system, the vapour-compression cycle, with
the purpose of rejecting heat to the cabin environment instead of withdrawing it. This can be
achieved by inverting the direction of the heat rejection, hence reverting the direction of the cycle.
Therefore, it is possible to implement the system in the vehicle with limited addition to its weight
by exploiting components already present in the refrigeration cycle. Secondly, the coefficient of
performance (COP) of a heat pump system is usually higher than 1, which means that with a
kilowatt of electric energy the system should be able to transfer 2, 3 or even 4 kilowatts of heat to
the cabin environment.
The design of an HVAC system for a vehicle is dependent on its effects on the cabin of the vehicle.
Hence, a common approach by the automotive industry is to develop a cabin model in a 1D
software. One of the most important reasons behind this approach is to determine the temperature
and the relative humidity achieved inside the vehicle without having to develop a complex and
expensive (in time and computational resources) CFD simulation and/or experimental model.
According to this, a 1D software gives the chance to consider the entire space inside the vehicle as
a lumped mass interacting with different thermic loads and calculate its temperature and relative
humidity (they are considered as an average inside the cabin). This approach could be sufficient to
obtain some useful information at early design stages, but many companies are experimenting new
solutions to improve their know-how on this matter.
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1.2 Literature Review
As powertrains continue to increase in efficiency, less engine waste heat is available for warming
the passenger compartment. In order to still be able to conduct the operations of comfort heating
and defogging windows, it is necessary to look for alternative heat sources. M. Hosoz and M. Direk
[1] studied the performance characteristics of a R134a automotive air conditioning system capable
of operating as an air-to-air heat pump using ambient air as a heat source. They concluded that the
system could provide enough heat only when the temperature is not particularly low, otherwise as
the temperature dropped, the heating performance degraded dramatically.

Along with this issue, the automotive industry has to face another great concern regarding the
environmental pollution and CO2 emissions. The graphs published by NASA [2] show: the
atmospheric CO2 levels measured at Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii (Fig. 1.1) and the CO2
levels during the last three glacial cycles, as reconstructed from ice cores (Fig. 1.2). It is evident
that the level of CO2 has been increasing in the past decades reaching the highest levels on history.

Fig. 1. 1: Atmospheric CO2 levels measured at Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii [2].
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Fig. 1. 2: CO2 levels during the last three glacial cycles, as reconstructed from ice cores [2].

In 2005, automotive pollution was responsible for 20% of the European Union’s CO2 emissions,
roughly 60% of which can be attributed to private automobiles [3]. In order to address this problem,
through the years the EU legislation set mandatory emission reduction targets for new cars in order
to meet the targeted 95 grams of CO2 per kilometer by 2021, a significant drop from the 130 grams
per km recorded in 2015 [4]. Emissions limits are set according to the mass of the vehicle, using a
limit value curve. This means that heavier cars are allowed higher emissions than lighter cars, so
only the fleet average is regulated. One of the most effective solutions that has been adopted by
companies is the electric vehicle. In their work R. Alvarez and M. Weilenmann [5] firmly stated
that the recuperated kinetic vehicle energy stored as electric energy in a hybrid system battery
(HSB) used in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) has great potential to reduce vehicle fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions. In this study, they investigated the influence of low ambient
temperatures on HEV fuel consumption, pollutant and CO2 emissions. The experimentation showed
a reduction (30-85% on average) of the amount of HEV cold-start extra emissions (CSEEs) of
regulated pollutants with respect to conventional gasoline vehicles. An interesting study published
by R. T. Doucette and M.D. McCulloch [6] modelled the CO2 emissions of electric vehicles (EVs)
and plug-in Hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and compared them with the ones produced by
conventional vehicles with internal combustion engine (ICEs). In this scenario they concluded that
PHEVs may be able to emit less CO2 than both conventional vehicles and EVs, considering certain
given power generation mixes, for two important reasons: they require less batteries than EVs,
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hence they are lighter; they can operate their onboard ICEs more efficiently than conventional
vehicles.

The efficiency improvement of internal combustion engines has led to a low amount of heat waste
to exploit as a source for the heating system of the vehicle’s cabin. On the other hand, electric
vehicles do not release any waste heat which means that other sources are needed to perform the
thermal management of the vehicle with one source for heating being the conversion from electric
energy. However, the electric energy used for cabin heating can drastically affect the operating
range of electric vehicles, even resulting even in up to a 50% reduction in range under extreme cold
conditions [7]. In their studies, A. Lajunen [7] performed a simulation model of cabin heating and
cooling system developed in the Amesim to understand the impacts of the cabin HVAC system
configuration on the vehicle energy consumption. Similar research has been conducted by J.
Neubauer and E. Wood [8] in order to evaluate the effects of ambient temperature conditions and
driver aggression on the utility of battery electric vehicle (BEV). The primary challenge against
cold-climate BEV operation is the inefficiency of the cabin heating systems, which request an
excessive amount of energy from the battery, and the inefficiency of the battery itself. Hence, one
of the limitations of lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries, which at the moment are used for both EVs and
PHEVs, is their poor low-temperature performance. In their work J. Jaguemont, L. Boulon and Y.
Dubé [9] studied the effects of low temperatures on batteries performances pointing out three main
issues and their contributions on capacity/power fade: reduction of battery’s available energy;
increase of battery’s internal impedance; performance-hampering cell degradation. Khoury and
Clodic [10] in their paper performed experiments in order to study the effect of electrical AC
operation on electricity consumption in a hybrid electric vehicle. The tests demonstrated that the
AC system became the largest energy consumption system, thus having a high impact on overall
vehicle fuel consumption. A consideration worthy of note is that the procedures adopted for these
tests take into account the driving conditions and the state of charge of the batteries (SOC) due to
the climatic conditions.

The most common separate heater used to ensure cabin thermal comfort in cold environments is
the positive temperature coefficient (PTC). This electric heater is used either to warm up a cooling
liquid or to directly heat the cabin air flow. In [11] the design and the analysis of a PTC heater for
electric vehicles were presented and the performance characteristics were investigated
experimentally. In their paper R. Musat and E. Helerea [12] presented PTC heaters as an auxiliary
device in ICE vehicles to improve the conventional heating system. The issue is that the PTC heater
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demands a large quantity of electric current, hence it operates only when the engine is running
which causes the fuel consumption to increase hence raising pollution during operation of ICE.
According to that, using such a device on an electric vehicle leads to an excessive reduction in the
driving range [7]. Furthermore according to the studies of B. Torregrosa, J. Paya and J.M. Corberan
[13] there are some other barriers for the use of PTC: among these there are the high cost with high
power and more energy consumption. From the results of their studies, they realized that the use of
PTC can affect the driving distance with fully charged batteries, leading to losses up to 24%.

In a research project conducted on an internal combustion engine vehicle, the benefits of using a
heat pump instead of the conventional air conditioning were assessed [14]. Measuring and
comparing the in-car heating curve the authors stated that the heat pump system had a better
performance than the baseline one of their vehicle. In mild temperatures the driving range of electric
vehicles can be improved by the heat pump system in comparison to a conventional HVAC system
consisting of air conditioning and PTC heater, by recovering waste heat from the power electronics
and electric motor and using the heat to increase the performance of the heat pump [7]. According
to these and several research sources [15]–[17], the heat pump air conditioning system is a potential
climate control system in order to improve its efficiency and to avoid further limitations on the
operating range of electric vehicles. Extensive literature reviews have been performed on different
aspects concerning heat pump: a review of applications of alternative environmentally friendly
refrigerants and of advanced technologies, innovative components and system structures for
electric vehicles [15]; another one on the mobile heat pump cycle design, system performance and
alternative working fluids [16]; and a third one on recent developments in heat pump technologies
classified under energy efficiency, hybrid systems novel solutions/applications [17]. The literature
indicates that heat pumps could be a viable solution to improve the thermal management energy
efficiency in electric vehicles, becoming a key component in an energy recovery system with great
potential for energy saving. The paper published by T. Suzuki and K. Ishii [18] is the first one to
present an R134a heat pump system for EVs with open experimental data. In their study, the
adoption of a 4-way valve to reverse the refrigerant flow direction, as shown in Fig. 1.3, was
proposed in order to improve the system efficiency.
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Fig. 1. 3: R134a heat pump system structure and operation for electric vehicles [17].

Today there are many different types of heat pumps available on the market that can be categorized
in different categories according to various features: either by the cycle type adopted by the heat
pump (for example, vapour compression cycle, absorption cycle, chemical reaction cycle); or by
energy requirements for operation (which could be external mechanical work or external thermal
energy) [17]. One of the most common commercial heat pumps is based on the vapour compression
cycle. The fundamental components needed to perform this cycle are: a compressor, a condenser,
a pressure regulating device and an evaporator [19]. The compressor pressurizes the working fluid,
in its gaseous state, and allows it to flow along the system. Any liquid refrigerant will destroy the
compressor. The condenser is a heat exchanger used to dissipate the heat from the working fluid
towards the flow of air. The pressure regulating device could be an orifice tube or a thermostatic
expansion valve (TXV) which are used to control the refrigerant flow through the evaporator. The
TXV requires liquid refrigerant to operate efficiently and avoid it to freeze itself. The evaporator
is a heat exchanger used to perform the heat transfer from the air towards the refrigerant. In order
to be able to perform both the heating and cooling functions, the system needs a valve that can
allow to reverse the flow (Fig. 1.4). In the system there are other devices that are used to realize
secondary operations which are not essential for its functioning.
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Fig. 1. 4: Cooling and heating cycle, respectively, of a heat pump system determined by the position of a reversing
valve.

The first step to increase the efficiency and performance of heat pump systems is to improve its
individual components starting from the fundamental ones. Makino et al. [20] developed an electric
compressor capable of achieving high reliability; low vibration and noise; small size, light weight,
and high efficiency (Fig. 1.5). Another advantage of using an electric compressor is that they have
low refrigerant emissions, flexible packaging and an efficient variable speed operation [21]. As an
alternative to the traditional configuration with scroll compressor motor and separate main electric
motor, R. Baumgart et al. [22] developed an innovative and energy efficient drivetrain structure for
electric vehicles which integrates the compressor motor directly into the drivetrain. The advantages
of this new configuration are many. Firstly, it is possible to switch from the compressor motor to
the main motor or vice-versa so that in certain situations the main motor can be used to drive the
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compressor, hence allowing to its operating point to be shifted to a better efficiency. On the other
hand, when the efficiency of the compressor motor is higher than the one of the main motor, it can
be used to drive the vehicle itself. Secondly, this configuration leads to better results in terms of
space installation, weight and costs. There are many different manufactures of air-conditioning
compressors (piston-type, vane-type, scotch yoke and scroll compressors), which operate similarly
[19]. Wei et al. [23] experimentally compared the performances of an EV heat pump AC system
using different types of compressors: a swash plate variable displacement compressor, a scroll
compressor and an electric scroll compressor. The swash plate-based system obtained the best
results in terms of average vehicle cabin temperature when the ambient one was below 10°C.
Moreover, D. Krähenbühl et al. [24] developed a miniature electrically driven turbocompressor
which allowed the reduction of heating, ventilation, and AC system to an ultra-compact size
maintaining high efficiency. This was achieved by increasing the rotational speed of the compressor
to 500 000 rpm and employing new electrical drive system technology and materials.

Fig. 1. 5: Main element technologies of the electric compressor [20].

Another component that offers great possibilities for improvement is the heat exchanger (condenser
or evaporator) as Cummings et al. [25] showed in their comprehensive review of testing of AC heat
exchangers in vehicles. One of the greatest developments in the heat exchanger technologies is the
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use of micro-channel heat exchanger (MCHX). Among its many advantages are higher heat transfer
rate, less refrigerant charge needed, compact structure and low costs, as shown in the review
published by Y. Han et al. [26] and experimentally demonstrated in the paper written by Z. Qi et
al. [27]. The disadvantage of the MCHX is that in cold weather conditions the AC system frequently
focus on the defrosting cycle affecting the heating capacity and the heating performance coefficient
[15].

Fig. 1. 6: Schematic diagram of the microchannel evaporator: (a) Front view (left) and side view (right) of the
microchannel evaporator; (b) Louver fin used in the microchannel evaporator; (c) Microchannel tube [27].

In order to further increase the performance of the heat pump, other studies have been conducted
to develop new technologies for improvement. A dehumidifying heat pump (DHP) has been
proposed to save energy consumption in electric vehicles during the dehumidifying and heating
operation [28]. The objective of this study is to investigate the performance improvement of a DHP
by using various additional heat sources (such as air source, waste heat source, and dual heat source
of air and waste heat) in electric vehicles with low occupancy. Heat pump performance degradation
is inevitable at very low ambient temperatures. For this reason in [29] the authors introduced a
vapor injection heat pump system to overcome the performance degradation thus increasing heat
recovery in the evaporator and improving heating capacity and the coefficient of performance
(COP). Another configuration of the system has been proposed in order to scavenge heat from
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unused sources providing heating with COP greater than 1 [30]. The Unitary Heat Pump Air
Conditioner (HPAC) provides hot and cold coolant that is used to manage the vehicles thermal
needs. V. Pomme [31], describing a heat pump for electric vehicles similar to the one proposed by
T. Suzuki and K. Ishii [18], introduced a specially designed device called bi-directional
receiver/expansion device (Fig. 1.7). In this way the system can still perform its functions
(refrigerant filtering and drying, refrigerant accumulator, refrigerant expansion and heating/cooling
mode operation) while replacing six components with a single one. The system was also improved
with an additional external heat source to exploit the waste heat of the main battery to save energy
on itself: the results showed a saving of about 15% with respect to PTC.

Fig. 1. 7: Bi-directional receiver/expansion device [31].

Studying new technologies to enhance the heat pump system is not the only way to improve its
efficiency: another import field of research is the development of different configurations of the
system in order to obtain the best achievable results. One study has investigated the feasibility of a
dual source heat pump in an electric vehicle using both air and heat waste to increase thermal
efficiency of the pump [32]. Another proposed configuration exploit the use of a dual-evaporator
heat pump system for effective dehumidifying and heating of the cabin using waste heat recovery
from the dehumidifying process [33]. This system showed superior performance to the
conventional AC system in the dehumidifying and heating operation. One more research on heat
pump investigated the characteristics of R134a mobile heat pump system for electrical vehicle
application and compared two different configurations, direct heat pump and secondary loop heat
pump (SLHP), considering: effects of indoor and outdoor temperatures on system performance;
impacts of coolant flow rate on the capacity and COP; heat transfer effectiveness of heater core and
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plate heat exchanger [34]. This latter solution achieved to improve air outlet temperature
uniformity, but with harmful effects on systems efficiency. The secondary loop causes a great loss
for the COP, but its impact on heating capacity is almost negligible. S. Bilodeau [35] introduced a
new integrated climate control system called Regenerative High Performance Heat Pump (RHP2)
in which, waste heat during the exothermic battery operation and thermal energy recovered from
evacuated stale air were taken into account. The tests performed indicated that the system could
operate independent of weather conditions as low as -25 °C without loss of COP. On the other hand
D. Antonijevic and R. Heckt [36] developed a supplemental heat pump system for mobile heating
system in order to gain an additional 1.5-3.0 kW heat capacity under different climatic and driving
conditions.

A great concern in the development of cooling systems is the choice of the working fluid. This
decision is critical in order to achieve the best trade-off between performances and environmental
sustainability. At present, the refrigerant R-134a is still dominant in automotive AC systems,
although it has a global warming potential (GWP) of 1300. The global warming potential is a
measure of how much heat is trapped in the atmosphere by a greenhouse gas up to a specific time
horizon (20, 100, 500), referred to the amount of heat
Trapped by a similar mass of carbon dioxide (whose GWP is standardized to 1). For future
environmental considerations this solution is no longer considered acceptable and many measures
are being taken: the Kyoto and Montreal protocols have banned or limited the use of chemical
refrigerants [37] and similarly, the European Union has passed regulations to restrict the use of
refrigerants with a GWP higher than 150 in mobile AC systems [38]. Much research has been
conducted to study different alternatives for the coolant adoption [15], [16]. The review performed
by Z. Qi in [16] presents different heat pump systems analyzing AC/HP based on a vapour
compression cycle with different working fluid (R-134a, CO2, R-152a, R-290, R-600a and RC270) and AC/HP based on different applications, such as magnetocaloric or thermoelectric effect.
Among these, the heat pump using CO2 refrigerant as a working fluid is one of the most studied
options because of its adequate thermophysical properties and its lack of ozone depletion potential
(GWP = 1) [39], [40]. Experimental tests evaluated the effects on system performance of outdoor
temperature, outdoor air velocity, indoor temperature, indoor air flow rate, compressor speed, and
electric expansion valve (EXV) opening [41]. In an environment in which the working fluid
replacement problem becomes increasingly prominent, the natural refrigerant CO2 becomes one of
the potential candidates of alternative refrigerants. Other studies experimentally assessed the
performances of a prototype of R-744 (CO2) refrigeration system operating in both air conditioning
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and heat pump mode in supercritical regions [42], [43]. The results show significant heating
capacity at relatively low operating temperatures and higher capacity at heating up transient.
Although CO2 AC systems have special benefits, they have some disadvantages, such as low critical
temperature and high operating pressure [44]. In order to enhance the performances S.C. Kim et al.
[45] re-arranged the radiator and outdoor heat exchangers of the CO2 heat pump system in electric
cars, obtaining an increase of the heating capacity by 54% and of the COP by 22%. The R-1234yf
(2,3,3,3-Tetrafluopropene) is the first of a new class of refrigerants designed to replace the R-134a
as working fluid: it has a GWP lower than 1 [46]. In their work [47] Y.H. Lee and D.S. Jung
performed a comparison between R-1234yf and R-134a. It was determined that the COP and
capacity of the former were up to 2.7% and 4.0% lower than those of the latter, respectively, while
the compressor discharge temperature and amount of refrigerant charge were 6.5 ˝C and 10% lower.
Consequently, the R-1234yf AC system can be considered the most feasible candidate for
automobiles from the standpoint of system performance and operating conditions. However
different resources [47]–[49] stated that more work has to be completed before the R-1234yf system
can be widely accepted in EVs.

A fundamental aspect of the research conducted on the cooling system is the study of the thermal
management of the cabin in order to fulfill the prime objective of an HVAC system: provide thermal
comfort to the passengers. The first step to understand this concept requires to give a definition of
thermal comfort. Reading through the literature and the regulations, it is easy to find many of those
and I am reporting here the ones that in my opinion are more significant. The regulation DIN EN
ISO 7730 defines thermal comfort as “that condition of mind, which expresses satisfaction with the
thermal environment” [50]. Another definition is provided by ASHRAE 55 standard [51] : “a
subjective concept characterized by a sum of sensations, which produce a person's physical and
mental wellbeing, condition for which a person would not prefer a different environment”. The
second step consists in the determination of all the factors influencing the thermal comfort inside a
vehicle. These factors can be divided in two classes: measurable factors and personal factors. The
former include air temperature, air velocity, radiant temperature and relative humidity, while the
latter include activity level and clothing insulation [52]. Therefore, it is evident that the most critical
point is the connection between the objective analysis of the cabin thermal management and the
subjective perceived thermal comfort. This correlation is realized by the choice of the most
appropriate method to assess thermal comfort perceived by customers [53]. Taking into account
these classes, a Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) index can be evaluated representing the average of
the votes of a large group of people on the 7-point thermal sensation scale (Tab. 1), based on the
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heat balance of the human body [50]. PMV is a function of the metabolic rate, clothing insulation,
moist air temperature, mean radiant temperature, moist air local velocity and moist air relative
humidity and can be calculated by:
𝑃𝑀𝑉 = 0.303(𝑒 −0.036𝑀+0.028 )𝐸𝑠𝑡

(1.1)

Table 1. 1: Fanger Thermal Sensation Scale [50].

Another index that can be the Predicted Percentage Dissatisfied (PPD) that establishes a
quantitative prediction of the percentage of thermally dissatisfied people. PPD is a function of PMV
as given below in Eq. 1.2 and depicted in the Fig. 1.8.
𝑃𝑃𝐷 = 100 − 95(𝑒 −(0.03353𝑃𝑀𝑉

4 +0.2179𝑃𝑀𝑉 2 )

)

(1.2)

Fig. 1. 8: Predicted Percentage Dissatisfied (PPD) as a function of Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) [50].
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The ASHRAE standard 55 [54] identifies comfort zones which are defined by a group of
combination of different values for the relative humidity (RH) and the temperature inside the
vehicle. These comfort zone depend on the season: in winter it is between 20°C with 90% RH and
24°C with 25% RH; in summer between 23°C with 90% RH and 27°C with 25% RH (Fig. 1.9).

Fig. 1. 9: Thermal comfort zones defined by ASHRAE standard 55 [52].

Nowadays 1-D analysis is a useful tool to predict the system performance in the early stages of the
vehicle HVAC systems development in a cheap and fast way. However the modelling of a cabin is
a demanding operation in any 1D platform due to the high complexity of the cabin and numerous
components involved.
In the library of the 1D model software Amesim it is proposed an example of model of a cabin
vehicle which includes different materials, the heat transfer between cabin and environment
through the frontal windshield, the side and rear windows, the roof and the side panels as shown in
Fig. 1.10. The model also provides a post-processor tool to calculate the thermal comfort indexes
defined above: PMV and PPD represented in Fig. 1.11.
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Fig. 1. 10: 1D model of the cabin of a vehicle built in Amesim.

Fig. 1. 11: Post-Processor tool in Amesim for the calculation of the occupant thermal comfort indexes.

This software has been used, for instance, by G. Peri et al. [50] to model a vehicular cabin taken
from a 3D CAD consisting of sheet metal parts, glass parts, insulation, instrumentation panel and
seats. The cabin is compartmentalized into three different zones (driver zone, co-driver zone,
passengers zone) and for each one of them the heat loads are individually modelled. All the three
zones present a mixed connective load between them to describe the thermodynamic interactions
happening through the virtual division. Even if the model is using a connective load to link together
the different volumes of the multi-zone, the lack of temperature distribution inside the vehicle is a
huge limitation of 1D models, which consider the cabin as a lumped mass. The only way to
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overcome such a limit consists in modelling using a 3D CFD software, which though requires a
huge modelling effort and CPU-time consumption. Recently different software companies, such as
Amesim and KULI, have tried to combine the advantages of both the approaches integrating the
two software. Sanket Shah [55] in his paper proposed a cool down simulation performed with three
different approaches: 1D simulation, 3D CFD simulation, integration of the 1D simulation with the
3D CFD one. The purpose was to integrate the 3D Computational Fluid Dynamics software with
the 1D thermal management software to achieve accurate prediction of temperature diffusion inside
the cabin simultaneously reducing the modelling effort and CPU-time consumption.

The aim of research and analysis in this field is to investigate new ways and configurations to
improve the system efficiency. In this article [56] a transient thermal model of a passenger car's
cabin is developed to investigate the dynamic behavior of cabin thermal conditions. According to
what has been discussed previously, the model has been simulated applying several alternative
refrigerants and discussing their performance. In another paper instead is presented a method to
estimate the heating cooling loads encountered in a vehicle cabin. By using the Heat Balance
Method (HBM), the pattern of upcoming changes in the comfort level can be predicted in real-time
in order to reduce overall power consumption while maintain driver thermal comfort [57]. In order
to develop a reliable model, it is necessary to consider all the external factor that could affect the
cabin temperature, as they are shown in Fig. 1.12. Among these the most important ones to affect
cabin thermal balance are the solar radiation effect [58], the engine heat through the firewall, the
heat flow through the windshield and side windows [59]. The aim of this SAE paper is to investigate
different glass properties to reduce cabin heating under solar irradiance.

Fig. 1. 12: Factors that influence the cabin heat load [60].
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Throughout the years, a significant amount of research has been conducted in order to improve the
COP of heat pumps, focusing on the development of new components, technologies, configurations
and refrigerants. This has been achieved considering the first law of thermodynamics with no
considerations about the consequences of the second law. The first law is related to the conservation
of energy without giving insights on the system performance degradation. While energy analysis
is focused on system performance assessment, exergy analysis allows researchers to quantify the
amount of energy losses in each component revealing itself as a powerful tool in the design,
optimization, and performance evaluation of energy systems [61]–[63]. E. Bilgen and H. Takahashi
[62] focused their research on the understanding of the irreversibilities due to heat transfer and
friction in each component, which cause the system performance to degrade. Therefore, exergy
analysis enables researchers to improve the real heat pump cycle minimizing the exergy destruction
in each process; and, in order to do so, it is fundamental to understand its dependence on the system
parameters. This was investigated by various researchers [61], [64] who realized that exergy is
strongly affected by evaporating and condensing temperature, sub-cooling, compressor pressure
and environmental temperature. The literature shows various samples of exergy analysis on
different applications of the heat pump system generally related to cooling and heating system in
building: ground source (geothermal) heat pump system [65], solar-assisted heat pumps [66] and
many others presented in the review performed by J. U. Ahamed et al. [64]. In this context,
performing an energy and exergy analysis on a heat pump system designed for the application to
electric vehicle will bring new value in the literature. This analysis will be performed considering
a heat pump system virtually modelled using the components of the refrigeration system of a Class
A electric vehicle: the Fiat 500e. The results of this analysis will contribute to an understanding of
the actual benefits of the heat pump system as a replacement for the commonly used PTC heater.

The study of the literature pointed out different aspects of the selected topic that need further
exploration in order to deeply and clearly understand its nature. Some identified gaps in the
literature are as follows:


The sources studied do not propose or describe in detail specific approaches or
methodologies to address the reversion of the cycle performed by a refrigeration system of
a vehicle in order to develop a related heat pump system



The sources do not implement the Second Law of Thermodynamics in the analysis of a
heat pump system with the specific application to vehicle; hence, performing an exergy
analysis is needed
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The design of a fully developed model of a car cabin environment exploiting new
embedded CFD features to couple the thermal solution is performed in a 1D software,
which limits the modeling as the heat transfer coefficient is constant throughout the cabin.

1.3 Objectives and Contributions
The purpose of this research is to develop 1D models to analyze different concepts of thermal
management for the conditioning of the cabin of electric vehicles. This study can be divided in two
different sections. On one hand, the development of a 1D model of a heat pump system starting
from the components used in the current refrigeration system of the Fiat 500e, in order to investigate
the potential of its application with the purpose to decrease the energy consumption of the system
in cold climate conditions. The heat pump system has been chosen as viable replacement or support
to the current heating system adopted: the positive temperature coefficient (PTC) heater. An energy
and exergy analysis has been carried out to determine the individual components and overall system
performance.
On the other hand, a new methodology of embedded CFD is investigated to develop a 1D model
of the cabin of the Fiat 500e. This is a co-simulation where the thermal part is solved in a 1D
environment, with the flow part solved in a 3D environment responsible of providing the
calculation of the heat transfer coefficient. The Embedded CFD tool generates a coupling between
Amesim and the 3D software STAR-CCM+ allowing the 1D model to correctly consider the
thermodynamic interactions between different zones. This new approach will enrich the
possibilities of 1D modelling giving the chance to evaluate a basic temperature distribution inside
the cabin without requiring high computational resources and time consumption proper of an
accurate CFD simulation.
In Chapter 2, a 1D model of the refrigeration system implemented in the previous version of the
Fiat 500e was built using data provided by FCA. In Chapter 3, this model has been used to develop
a heat pump 1D model performing the reverted thermodynamic cycle. This model was used to
investigate the potential of the heat pump system as an alternative heating system with respect to
the PTC heater in order to reduce energy consumption. An energy and exergy analysis was
performed on a heat pump system applied to electric vehicles. In Chapter 4, a cabin model was
developed following a new embedded CFD methodology, coupling the operations of a 1D software
(Simcenter Amesim) and a 3D software (STAR-CCM+).
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Chapter 2 – Refrigeration cycle

2.1 Introduction
The first step to achieve the goals of this project is to gather data and information on the AC system
adopted in the previous version of the Fiat 500e, whose function is to perform the cooling
operations (the heating operations were fulfilled by a PTC heater). In this chapter the process of
retrieving the data and building the refrigerant loop model of the vehicle using the one-dimensional
software Amesim is described. In order to do so, at first the cycle performed and the components
needed by the system are described. Then the modelling process followed to achieve the final result
is defined. This process can be categorized into two macro-sections which can be divided again in
two different steps hence, a total of four consequent phases. These phases are described in Fig. 2.1.
The first division is between an initial individual modelling of each component and the construction
of a complete system level model. The aim of the first step is to obtain the best match between the
virtual components designed in Amesim and the real ones. In order to achieve such goal, the user
has to go through two different stages: an initial geometrical parametrization followed by a
thermodynamic performance calibration. Once every component has reached the best achievable
(and reasonable) match with its real counterpart, they can be assembled together to develop a
complete system level model. The fundamental outcome of this operation is to define the optimal
value of the virtual coolant charge, which will be properly defined later in the chapter. Finally, the
entire model will be subjected to a validation through the comparison of its simulation results with
actual bench test data. This will prove its precision and reliability allowing engineers to use the
model in the future. The information regarding the characteristics and the mathematical model of
the Amesim components are provided by the libraries available in the built-in software.
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Fig. 2. 1: Phases of the modelling process followed to build the AC system for the refrigeration loop.

2.2 Vapour-compression cycle – cooling loop
The purpose of a heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system can be identified
defining three different main functions: temperature control, performed by adding or removing heat
from the vehicle cabin; humidity control, obtained through the dehumidification or drying of the
air; and air circulation control, achieved by recirculating and replacing stale air [19].
The AC system considered is in charge of the cool down of the vehicle cabin in hot climate
conditions and it uses a fluid known as refrigerant (in this case R134a) to operate. An illustrative
cycle is represented in two different figures: the temperature-entropy (Fig. 2.2) and the pressureenthalpy diagram (Fig. 2.3).
This system is composed of four fundamental components (i.e. compressor, condenser,
thermostatic expansion valve and evaporator), each performing a different thermodynamic
transformation of the working fluid. The thermodynamic transformations are as follows:
compression, ideally adiabatic and isentropic (real process shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, segments 12 or 1’-2’); heat transfer at constant pressure from the refrigerant towards the external air (Figs. 2.2
and 2.3, segments 2-3 or 2’-3’); expansion, ideally adiabatic and isentropic (real process shown in
Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, segments 3-4 or 3’-4’); and a second heat transfer at constant pressure with the
air flowing inside the cabin towards the refrigerant (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, segments 4-1 or 4’-1’).
During both the isobar processes, the refrigerant goes through a phase change and so three different
stages can be identified as follows. Firstly, the refrigerant gas is cooled to its saturation point in the
condenser where sensible heat is removed as the temperature is decreasing during the process.
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Secondly, the gas is condensed in liquid refrigerant, the temperature remaining constant at the
saturation point and latent heat being exchanged. Finally, the liquid refrigerant can go through a
second cool down, also called subcooling (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, segment 3-3’), which ensures that all
the refrigerant has been condensed. Similarly, in the evaporator the liquid refrigerant is initially
heated until the saturation point at which point the temperature remains constant while the
refrigerant evaporates. Once this operation is completed, the refrigerant gas temperature is further
increased in a process called superheating (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, segment 1-1’).

Fig. 2. 2: T-s diagram of a general vapour-compression refrigeration cycle [67].
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Fig. 2. 3: p-h diagram of a general vapour-compression refrigeration cycle [67].

2.3 Components modelling
According to the procedure described in the introduction, the modelling process starts with the
geometrical parametrization of each component. Once this first step has been completed, the
dimensions and all the other geometric characteristics of the virtual components will perfectly
match the real ones. This geometrical correspondence between modelled and actual element is not
sufficient to ensure an equivalent relation in their performance, because there is not a strict and
univocal correlation between geometry and thermodynamic behavior. Therefore, it is essential to
calibrate the equations in charge of the thermodynamic computation through the use of
experimental data. The procedure used to parametrize and calibrate each component is unique and
strictly related to its characteristics. The following paragraphs describe the approach used for each
component.
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2.3.1 Compressor
The compressor adopted in the system is a small electric compressor with a high-revolutions per
minute (RPM) regime. Its volume displacement is 36 cm3 and its idle angular speed is 7600 RPM.
To model this component the submodel “tpf_compressor_tpf_pump [TPFPUCOMP00]” has been
used (Fig. 2.4), which can be characterized by volumetric, isentropic and mechanical efficiencies
definition for mass flow rate and enthalpy loss.

Fig. 2. 4: Element adopted for the modelling of the compressor; list of external variables and parametrization.

These efficiencies can be supplied as:


A constant, if they do not depend on any variable.



An expression (2D, 3D, 4D table) of the compression ratio tau [null] and the rotary speed
of the machine N [rev/min], X1 and X2 which are optional user defined inputs.

Performances of the compressor characterizing the isentropic and volumetric efficiencies as a
function of the compression ratio and of the rotary speed, while assuming the mechanical efficiency
to be 0.9, have been determined using FCA data. This is shown in Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6, respectively.
In this submodel the volumetric efficiency is used to compute the outlet mass flow rate as shown
in Eq. 2.1:
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𝑑𝑚2 = 𝜂𝑣 ∙ 𝜌1 ∙ 𝑁 ∙ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝

(2.1)

where 𝜂𝑣 is the volumetric efficiency; 𝜌1 is the suction density; 𝑁 is the rotary speed of the
compressor and 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝 is the compressor displacement. On the other hand the enthalpy increase
through the compressor is calculated from the expression of the isentropic efficiency, shown in Eq.
2.2:

𝜂𝑖𝑠 =

ℎ2,𝑖 − ℎ1
ℎ2 − ℎ1

(2.2)

where 𝜂𝑖𝑠 is the isentropic efficiency; ℎ2,𝑖 is the isentropic outlet specific enthalpy; ℎ1 is the inlet
specific enthalpy; ℎ2 is the outlet specific enthalpy.

Fig. 2. 5: Isentropic efficiency (Y) defined as a function of the compression ratio (X1) [null] and the angular speed (X2)
[RPM].
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Fig. 2. 6: Volumetric efficiency (Y) defined as a function of the compression ratio (X1) [null] and the angular speed
(X2) [RPM].

2.3.2 Condenser
The modelling of the heat exchanger is a more complex step, since after the accurate geometrical
parametrization it is necessary to calibrate the thermodynamic performances on the air side,
optimizing the coefficients of the Nusselt correlation responsible of the calculation of the heat
transfer.
The condenser used in the system is a four pass, one row microchannel tube and fin heat exchanger
of dimensions 620x313.25 mm with an integrated receiver. This component has been represented
with the submodel “ACMCTF0” which allows the user to build the complete heat exchanger (Fig.
2.7) using different pass elements to achieve the correct configuration. The parametrization of the
condenser is performed at two levels: a set of global data defined in “ac_mctf_global_data
[ACMCTF0]”, completed by a second group of specific data for each pass element (Fig. 2.8). The
set of global data required to geometrically parametrize the condenser are: finned tube width, finned
tube depth, collector cross-sectional area, refrigerant side cross-sectional per tube, refrigerant side
hydraulic diameter, fin pitch, fin thickness, fin length, tube periodicity, external tube height.
This parametrization is completed in the pass elements where it is necessary to define the number
of tubes for each pass.
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Fig. 2. 7: Model of the condenser connected with the heat exchanger (HEX) calibration tool.

Fig. 2. 8: Element adopted for the modelling of each pass element of the condenser; list of external variables and
parametrization (the pass shown is the fourth).
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The function of the integrated receiver is to gather and filter the working fluid allowing only the
refrigerant in liquid phase to proceed. Ideally, this harvest operation is adiabatic and the refrigerant
is not exchanging any heat with the environment during the process. On this purpose, this compent
has been modelled using the element “tpf_st_chamber [TPFSCH00]” (Fig. 2.9). This submodel is
a stratified chamber with an imposed heat flow rate (in the considered case null heat flow rate), in
which three variables are observed independently of the state of the fluid: chamber temperature,
liquid volume percentage and refrigerant charge. The mass and energy conservation equation are
solved receiving as input the enthalpy and mass flow rates at ports 1 and 3 and an external heat
flow rate at port 2. Since in this case the external heat flow rate is assumed to be null, the mass and
enthalpy flow rates should remain constant. The pressure is considered to be homogeneous in the
entire volume, while the densities of the liquid and vapor phases of the refrigerant are assumed
homogeneous in their respective volumes.

Fig. 2. 9: Element adopted for the modelling of the integrated receiver; list of external variables and parametrization.

Furthermore, in the micro channel tube and fins heat exchanger global data submodel it is also
fundamental to define the correlations characterizing the pressure drop in the refrigerant side and
the heat transfer on both refrigerant and air side. The total static pressure gradient along the channel
tube can be characterized by the choice of a frictional pressure loss gain (𝑘𝑑𝑝 ) and can be expressed
as shown in Eq. 2.3 as a sum of respectively a friction pressure drop term, an acceleration pressure
drop term (due to changes in the fluid’s density) and a gravity contribution term:
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𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑃
=( ) +( ) +( )
𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑧 𝐹
𝑑𝑧 𝑎
𝑑𝑧 𝑧

(2.3)

Where:
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑃
( ) = 𝑘𝑑𝑝 ∙ (( )
+( )
)
𝑑𝑧 𝐹
𝑑𝑧 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑑𝑧 𝐹𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔

(2.4)

On the other hand, in order to regulate the heat exchange it is necessary to define a thermodynamic
correlation for the Nusselt number for both the fluids, shown in Eq. 2.5. While on the refrigerant
side the simplicity of the geometry of the case considered, a tube, allows to use a well-known
correlation (Gnielinski) and a heat transfer gain (kHeat), on the air side it is fundamental to develop
a correlation in the form (2.5), which fits the specific situation considered.
𝑁𝑢 = 𝑁𝑢𝐴 ∗ 𝑅𝑒 𝑁𝑢𝐵 ∗ 𝑃𝑟 𝑁𝑢𝐶

(2.5)

In order to achieve an optimal match between the thermodynamic performance of the virtual
condenser and the real one, experimental data are necessary. This match is defined in terms of heat
rejection and refrigerant side pressure drop performed by the heat exchanger, which are coupled
phenomena as the pressure drop modifies the saturation pressure of the refrigerant affecting the
heat rejection, which drives the state of the fluid affecting the friction occurring. The calibration
tool allows the user to run an iterative optimization process to find the parameters that best match
experimental data.
The calibration tool acts on the values of NuA, NuB and NuC of the correlation, on the internal
heat transfer gain (kHeat) and on the pressure drop gain (kdP). As we can see in Fig. 2.10, the
calibration tool performs an optimization batch run of these parameters using as input of the model
the experimental test data provided by the supplier (air velocity, temperature and relative humidity;
refrigerant inlet temperature, mass flow rate and inlet pressure) and minimizing the deviation
between the simulation results and the experimental ones. The optimization process adopted has
been created by Amesim and it relies on built-in mathematical models to predict the moment of
external heat exchange saturation as the outlet temperature of the air cannot overcome the wall
temperature of the condenser. The tolerance for the deviation on the heat rejection is very strict
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with acceptable values below 4-5%. On the other hand the tolerance on the refrigerant pressure
drop is more relaxed, as shown in Fig. 2.10.

Fig. 2. 10: Calibration of the thermodynamic performances of the condenser using the heat exchanger calibration tool
provided by Amesim.

2.3.3 Thermostatic expansion valve (TXV)
The thermostatic expansion valve is a metering and pressure regulating device used to control the
mass flow rate of refrigerant going through the evaporator in order to maintain a constant superheat
at its end. The submodel used is “ac_txv [ACTEVSB02]” which is a TXV with integrated thermal
sensing bulb that controls the refrigerant flow regulating the valve lift due to a force balance acting
on a rod via a diaphragm. In fact, as it can be observed in Fig. 2.11 the component receives the
refrigerant coming from the condenser on port 4 and releases it from port 1, while the integrated
sensing bulb receives the refrigerant from the evaporator at port 2 delivering it towards the
compressor at port 3. Between port 1 and port 4, a variable resistive element is considered and its
operations depend on the force balance acting on the rod.
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Fig. 2. 11: Element adopted for the modelling of the thermostatic expansion valve; list of external variables and
parametrization.

Normally, the TXV characteristic curves are described in a 4-quadrant diagram (Fig. 2.12). The
four quadrants are:
1. The valve opening curve and the refrigerant saturation curve as a function of thermal
sensing bulb fluid (evaporator outlet temperature and pressure),
2. The evaporator outlet pressure as a function of the valve lift for different constant
temperature values,
3. The evolution of the reference mass as a function of the valve lift,
4. The evolution of the reference mass flow rate as a function of the evaporator outlet
temperature.
In both the third and fourth quadrants the reference mass flow rate is limited to a maximum value
and it is necessary to set the reference value for the high pressure (at the TXV inlet) and the low
pressure (at the TXV outlet). Furthermore, since these curves depend on each other, the fourth
quadrant can be deduced from the first and third quadrant, as can be seen in Fig. 2.11.
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Fig. 2. 12: A four-dimension diagram characterizing the thermostatic expansion valve.

The valve lift depends only on the pressure difference between the valve opening pressure and the
evaporator outlet pressure at the same temperature, according to Eq. 2.6:

𝑃𝑜𝑝 (𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) − 𝑃𝑒𝑣 (𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) = 𝑝𝑜𝑝 − 𝑝𝑒𝑣

(2.6)

Where 𝑃𝑜𝑝 (𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) and 𝑃𝑒𝑣 (𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) are respectively the valve opening pressure and the
evaporator outlet pressure at bulb temperature, while 𝑝𝑜𝑝 and 𝑝𝑒𝑣 are respectively the current valve
opening pressure and the evaporator outlet pressure.

2.3.4 Evaporator
As the condenser, the evaporator is a microchannel tube and fin heat exchanger but in this case it
is a 2 rows 2 passes configuration. According to this, the modelling and parametrization of this
component will be different with respect to the one of the condenser, while the calibration process
of the thermodynamic performances will be accomplished using the same tool and following the
same procedures. The submodel adopted is “ac_dual_core [ACDCHX0]” which represents a dual
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core heat exchanger based on tube and fin geometry (Fig. 2.13). However, the structure of this heat
exchanger is not modelled by using additional elements arranged in the desired configuration but
by using a single compact component, composed of two cores (i.e. front and rear). Therefore, in
this situation the first step of the parametrization is to define the number of passes for each core
and the number of tubes for each pass. In order to have consistency in the component’s dimensions
it is important that the sum of the number of tubes used in the front core is equal to the rear core.
When the configuration has been set, the characterization of the component can be completed
following the exact same procedure explained in paragraph 2.3.2 regarding the geometrical
parametrization and the thermodynamic calibration of pressure drop and heat rejection.

Fig. 2. 13: Element adopted for the modelling of the evaporator.

The calibration of the heat transfer gain, pressure drop gain and of the parameters of the Nusselt
correlation proceeds as explained before in the condenser paragraph, minimizing the deviation on
the calculation of the heat rejection of the heat exchanger and of the pressure drop on the refrigerant
side. However, in this case a different set of experimental data has been used as input: air mass
flow rate instead of velocity; inlet specific enthalpy instead of inlet temperature and finally outlet
pressure instead of inlet pressure. The choice of the input is determined by the availability of
experimental data, but selecting the appropriate and non-redundant combination of data will
guarantee a unique definition of the boundary conditions.
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Fig. 2. 14: Calibration of the thermodynamic performances of the evaporator using the heat exchanger calibration tool
provided by Amesim.

2.4 System level model
The refrigerant loop that performs the cooling operations is an assembly of the modeled and
characterized components presented.
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Fig. 2. 15: Assembled model of the AC system responsible for cooling operations.

As it is shown in Fig. 2.15, the refrigerant used is R134a. All the components have been connected
in series directly without the use of pipes, because their path and dimensions are still unknown.
Therefore, all the interactions of the fluid happening between one component and the other are
assumed to be negligible and this consideration will be of great importance while calculating the
refrigerant charge needed by the system to operate. Once the system has been assembled, it is
possible to identify its inputs:


Compressor RPM:
The compressor used is electric so it is not belt driven as many other compressors in the
market. This means that its angular speed is not directly connected with the engine RPM
but can be controlled electronically. During idle the rotary speed of the compressor is
usually 7600 RPM, while instead it shifts to a maximum of 8400 RPM during motion.



Thermophysical properties of air entering the condenser:
The condenser is placed in the front of the car with the battery and the powertrain radiators,
so the thermophysical properties of air entering it are the environment air. The input
parameters used to define air at the condenser inlet are temperature, pressure, relative
humidity and mass flow rate.



Thermophysical properties of air entering the evaporator:
The evaporator is instead placed after the blower in the ducts to deliver air inside the cabin.
It requires the same input data as the condenser however, different situations exist: the
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entire flow of air is composed of outside air without any recirculation from the cabin; the
external ports are shut off and all the air flowing through the evaporator has been
recirculated; a mixed situation in which fresh air and recirculated air contribute to the mass
flow rate with a specific percentage.

2.5 Virtual refrigerant charge calculation
In order to complete the model it is necessary to compute the optimal refrigerant charge needed by
the system. The procedure followed to achieve such result is described as follows:


The model inputs have been filled with the data shown in Table 2.1.



19 simulations have been run with different refrigerant charge value starting from 3 oz to
12 oz with a step interval of 0.5 oz.



For each simulation, the value of the subcooling at the end of the condenser has been
collected.



A graph has been built showing the behavior of the data collected (subcooling) with respect
to the refrigerant charge (Fig. 2.16).



A plateau has been identified on the graph between 6.5 and 9 oz of refrigerant charge.



Since all the pipes have been neglected in the model, a virtual refrigerant charge which is
defined by the charge corresponding to the 75% of the plateau, shown in red in Fig. 2.16,
was calculated using Eq. 2.7.
𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
= 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 0.75 ∗ (𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑥 − 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 )

(2.7)

Following these procedures the value obtained for the optimal virtual refrigerant charge is 8.375
oz. This is a lower value with respect the actual charge used in the vehicle, because the plumbing
has been neglected in the modelling.
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INPUT PARAMETER

VALUE

Compressor

RPM

8400

Condenser

Temperature

43 °C

Pressure

1.01325 bar

Relative Humidity

19%

Mass Flow Rate

0.287 kg/s

Temperature

43 °C

Pressure

1.01325 bar

Relative Humidity

19%

Mass Flow Rate

0.103 kg/s

Evaporator

Table 2. 1: Input parameters for the calculation of the optimal virtual refrigerant charge.
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Fig. 2. 16: Graph collecting the behavior of the refrigerant subcooling after the condenser for all the simulations
performed, the plateau used for the calculation of the refrigerant charge is highlighted in red and it is limited by 6.5 and
9 oz.
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2.6 Model validation
The final step to conclude the modelling process is to provide validation that the results obtained
are reasonably reliable and accurate. In order to do so, experimental tests are conducted on the
actual AC loop and the results are compared with the numerical results obtained simulating the
same conditions on the virtual system. The experimental data used for the validation are generally
gathered performing bench test in laboratory; however, bench test data for the refrigeration system
chosen for this analysis are not available. In order to still be able to validate the model, a different
test was considered: cool down performed in a climatic wind tunnel on the entire vehicle. In this
test many thermocouples were used to measure the temperature in the vehicle cabin; the air vent
outlets; inlets of the air flowing through the heat exchangers of the AC system and on the refrigerant
loop itself. Therefore, it was possible to extrapolate enough information to set a simulation
reproducing the same experimental conditions and to compare the results obtained. Before going
through all the input data selected to set the simulation, some considerations have to be done.
Firstly, the test has been performed on the complete vehicle which means that it will be necessary
to adjust the system by adding two components in order to match the system examined. Secondly,
during the test the vehicle will be in motion and its speed will follow a precise pattern:


40 km/h for the first 1820 seconds



0 km/h for 120 seconds



105 km/h for 780 seconds



0 km/h for the last 1180 seconds

Therefore, the simulation performed is transient and, according to this, the input data are not
constants but functions of the time.

2.6.1 Preparation of the model
In order to compare the results obtained in the simulation with the experimental ones, it is necessary
to make two changes to the model. In the first configuration a chiller is added to withdraw heat
from a second loop in charge of cool down the batteries of the vehicle. This component is attached
to the system on a branch built in parallel with the TXV and the evaporator. In this new section of
the system, a TXV is used to control the refrigerant flowing into the chiller, which is modelled as
a volume of refrigerant exchanging heat with an external source (Fig. 2.17, detail a). The Thermal
expansion valve added is identical to the one adopted in the original model. The heat exchanged in
the chiller will be handled as thermic load input of the system. The second modification to be made
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is the implementation of an anti-frost system for the evaporator. Usually, in a belt-driven
compressor, the temperature of the air at the outlet of the evaporator is controlled by disconnecting
the compressor from its source of power (i.e. crankshaft of the engine). Since the compressor
adopted in this system is an electric one, the temperature of the air at the evaporator outlet can be
regulated by an electronic control able to modulate the compressor RPM. This control has been
provided by FCA and provides values for the compressor RPM using as input the speed of the
vehicle, the actual air temperature at the outlet of the evaporator and the target temperature (Fig.
2.17, detail b).

Fig. 2. 17: Modified model of the AC system ready to be validated. a) Branch of the system with the added TXV and
chiller; b) electronic control of the compressor RPM to obtain a minimum temperature of the evaporator outlet air of
10 °C.

2.6.2 Simulation set up
In this paragraph, all the input data and simulation parameter will be defined. The test and the
simulation run for 3900 seconds, with a print interval of 2 seconds. According to this, each input
has to be a constant or a function of time respecting this limitations.
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The compressor RPM controller requires:


Target temperature of the air at the evaporator outlet, which is a constant and has been set
to 5°C



Vehicle speed, which is a function of time and whose behavior is shown in Fig 2.18.
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Fig. 2. 18: Graph showing the speed of the vehicle during the simulation as a function of time.

Another parameter to be set is the thermic load requested to the chiller. According to the
experimental data gathered, the chiller heat flow rate has been assumed constant at 3 kW.
Finally it is necessary to specify the thermodynamic properties of the air flowing in the two heat
exchangers: temperature, pressure, relative humidity, mass flow rate.
For the condenser:


Air inlet temperature: function of time obtained calculating the average of the values
measured by the 12 thermocouples placed in the condenser front (Fig. 2.19).



Air inlet pressure: it is assumed to be constant at environmental pressure.



Air inlet relative humidity: it is the relative humidity of the air of the wind tunnel and it is
a function of time (Fig. 2.20).



Air mass flow rate: it is a function of time and is affected by the vehicle speed. From
datasheet, a value of mass flow rate corresponds to each value of speed (Fig. 2.21).
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Fig. 2. 19: Behavior of the air temperature measured in different points of the condenser front as a function of time: in
red the average one.
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Fig. 2. 20: Behavior of the relative humidity of the air at the condenser inlet as a function of time.
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Fig. 2. 21: Behavior of the mass flow rate of the air flowing through the condenser as a function of time.

Before defining the characteristics of the air flowing through the evaporator it is important to state
that the experimental test considered is performed in recirculation mode. This means that the air
considered is not fresh air from the environment but is recirculated air from the inside of the cabin.
Therefore, for the evaporator:


Air inlet temperature is a function of time shown in Fig. 2.22 and obtained from a
thermocouple placed in the recirculation duct.



Air inlet pressure is assumed be constant at environmental pressure.



Air inlet absolute humidity consists of an average, provided by FCA archives (Fig. 2.23),
of the absolute humidity measurements collected through the years performing the same
test. This approach has been implemented since this value has not been measured in the
experimental test.



Air mass flow rate is the maximum mass flow rate provided by the AC blower and it is
kept constant throughout the entire test at 0.109 kg/s.
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Fig. 2. 22: Behavior of the air temperature measured in the recirculation duct.
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Fig. 2. 23: Behavior of the assumed absolute humidity of the air flowing through the evaporator.
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2.6.3 Result Comparison
Once the simulation is completed, the values calculated for certain variables are observed and
compared with experimental measurements in order to compute their deviation. The variables
observed are:


Evaporator outlet air temperature



Evaporator outlet refrigerant temperature



Compressor head pressure

In the following graphs is presented the comparison of such variables (Figs. 2.24-26).
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Fig. 2. 24: Comparison between the numerical evaporator outlet air temperature and the experimental one.
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Fig. 2. 25: Comparison between the numerical evaporator outlet refrigerant temperature and the experimental one.
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Fig. 2. 26: Comparison between the numerical compressor head pressure and the experimental one.

In order to evaluate the reliability and accuracy of the model, two parameters have been calculated:
the validation metric (V), Eq. 2.8, and the cumulative average error (err), Eq. 2.9, both defined as
a function of the relative error [68].
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𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑

1
𝑦(𝑡𝑖 ) − 𝑌(𝑡𝑖 )
𝑉 =1−
∑ tanh |
|
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑡0
𝑌(𝑡𝑖 )

(2.8)

𝑖=𝑡0

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑

1
𝑦(𝑡𝑖 ) − 𝑌(𝑡𝑖 )
𝑒𝑟𝑟 =
∑|
|
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑡0
𝑌(𝑡𝑖 )

(2.9)

𝑖=𝑡0

Where:


𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 and 𝑡0 are respectively the instants of end and start of the test



𝑦(𝑡𝑖 ) is the numerical value calculated at the instant i



𝑌(𝑡𝑖 ) is the experimental value measured at the instant i

The metric selected normalizes the difference between computational results and experimental
data, thus computing a relative error norm. However, this formulation is inappropriate when any of
the 𝑌(𝑡𝑖 ) are close to zero and then it is necessary to add a condition: for any point in which 𝑌(𝑡𝑖 )
is lower than the 10% of the maximum value measured in the experimental test, the relative error
considered is equal to zero. The absolute value permits the value of the relative error to accumulate
not allowing positive and negative differences to accumulate. Finally, when the summation of the
relative error becomes large, the validation metric approaches zero.
The results obtained for the validation metric and the cumulative average error are shown in Table
2.2.

PARAMETER

Evaporator outlet air temperature

V

err

97.48%

2.72%

90.38%

10.43%

95.14%

4.93%

Evaporator outlet refrigerant
temperature
Compressor head pressure

Table 2. 2: Values of the validation metric and of the cumulative average error for the validation of the refrigeration
cycle.

The value for the validation metric for all the parameter is higher than 90%, which can be
considered a very high threshold. The lower one is represented by the evaporator outlet refrigerant
temperature and it is due to the high oscillation in the values measured by the thermocouple. This
behavior is caused by the action of the anti-frost system which acts on the compressor RPM in
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order to maintain the minimum outlet temperature of the air at 5 °C. Therefore, even if the error
registered is higher, we can graphically confirm that the pattern of the curve is respected with high
accuracy. The highest deviation of the numerical model with respect to the experimental result has
been recorded at the start of the simulation: the temperature numerically calculated decreases faster
than the one measured in the experiment. This difference in the behavior could be determined by
the fact that at the beginning of the experimental test the solid components of the vehicle and the
environment in which the system is operating are already at a high temperature and they need time
to cool down. Unfortunately, this model is not able to consider all this factors that cause differences
in the first transient of the simulation. If a vehicle cabin model was included and soak simulation
was performed before the cool down with appropriate thermal mass, the drop in the mperature in
the simulation would be more realistic. However, this does not affect the overall performance of
the model that reproduces with high accuracy the behavior of the actual system.
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Chapter 3 – Heat Pump Model

3.1 Introduction
A solution widely used in many electric vehicles, among them also the previous version of the Fiat
500e, is the positive temperature coefficient heater (PTC heater). This device is able to transfer heat
to the environment exploiting the Joule effect of a current carrying resistor [69]. In this chapter, a
schematic has been designed in order to revert the cycle using the same compressor and external
heat exchanger and adding an expansion valve, an internal condenser and bypass valves to direct
the refrigerant. This procedure led to the development of a 1D model of a heat pump system,
working at different environmental conditions. The results obtained were used to perform an energy
and exergy analysis of the system developed, in order to understand its potential and provide
insights for future development.

3.2 Schematic of the system
Starting from the simple schematic of the AC system already present in the car (compressor,
external condenser, thermostatic expansion valve, internal evaporator) a new configuration has
been designed in order to develop a new system capable of switching between cooling and heating
operations according to the need. This has been achieved by implementing a three heat exchangers
structure, as it is shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2.

Fig. 3. 1: Schematic of the refrigeration cycle in the new structure of the system: the refrigerant goes through two
bypass valves after the compressor, flows in the external heat exchanger (operates as a condenser), and it is directed
by the three-way valve in a TXV and in the internal evaporator, completing the loop back to the compressor.
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Fig. 3. 2: Schematic of the heat pump cycle in the new structure of the system: the refrigerant goes through the internal
condenser after the compressor, into an expansion valve, which precedes the external heat exchanger (operates as an
evaporator) and finally is redirected to the compressor by the three-way valve.

The schematic relies on the assumption that the external heat exchanger is able to work both as a
condenser and an evaporator, depending on which loop is in function. The component present in
the AC system is a condenser, which receives gas refrigerant and delivers liquid refrigerant after
condensing it. Usually, to favor this operation, the inlet pipe of the condenser is placed at the top
and the outlet one at the base. Thus, while the phase of the refrigerant changes, the liquid can easily
flow down through the condenser under the effect of gravity. Furthermore, it is common practice
to design the cross sectional area of the pipes according to the phase of the refrigerant flowing in
it: if the refrigerant is liquid, its density is higher than the one in gaseous condition and, therefore,
the section of the pipe required in order to have the same mass flow rate is lower. These
characteristics, although implemented to support the operations of a condenser, prove to be
obstacles to the activity of the evaporator (at the inlet, the refrigerant will be low pressure liquid,
which will vaporize and leave the heat exchanger as gas) and the losses have to be overcome by
the work of the compressor. Therefore, the performance of the components and the overall system
are expected to be lower during operation as an evaporator with respect to a condenser.
An alternative approach to the problem could be an actual reversion of the direction of the fluid
switching inlet and outlet. This could decrease the demand on the compressor and the collateral
effects of changing the original purpose of the heat exchanger, however, it would require a complex
and elaborated system of valves to complete the circuit of the refrigerant.
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3.3 Modelling
There are various methods to reproduce the schematic presented in the previous paragraph.
However, they are all bound by one condition: compressor and external heat exchanger are already
known, and they cannot be modified, while there is no information available on the new
components (expansion valve and internal condenser). One approach is to start the analysis by
defining the desired output and then designing an appropriate cycle to achieve it. Hence, the desired
heat rejection or the desired air temperature at the end of the new internal condenser would be
predefined and this information would be sufficient to calculate all the variables concerning the air
side. On the other hand, the number of unknown variables on the refrigerant side is too high to
directly compute. Therefore, it is necessary to start an iterative process assuming an initial mass
flow rate in order to design a thermodynamic cycle on the pressure-enthalpy diagram as given by
Eq. 3.1.
𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 + 𝑄̇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 = 𝑊̇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝

(3.1)

The second approach, which is the one described in this chapter, consists of virtually modeling the
new components of the system with the available information and then completing the cycle. By
simulating the system on Amesim it will be possible to evaluate its performance, however, the
greatest obstacle encountered in this approach is the lack of information on the components.

3.3.1 Components shared with the AC system
The first step is to retrieve the available information from the AC system already modelled in
Chapter 2, which can be considered as starting point. Figure 3.3 shows the components extracted
and used to model the new heat pump system: compressor, condenser and receiver. The compressor
does not need any modification or consideration since its operation does not change, therefore, it is
implemented as described in paragraph 2.3.1 and characterized by the same data.
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Fig. 3. 3: Basic model of the AC system highlighting the components to be implemented also in the heat pump system.

On the other hand, the external heat exchanger requires some considerations and assumptions in
order to be modelled. The first step is to bypass and, therefore, remove the integrated receiver from
the heat pump system. In fact, the purpose of a receiver is to collect the refrigerant flowing,
regardless of its phase, and allow in the outlet pipe only liquid refrigerant. This precaution is taken
in order to avoid gas refrigerant from entering the expansion valve and freezing during the process.
Therefore, since the external heat exchanger is now operating as an evaporator, the presence of an
integrated receiver in the condenser is not consistent with the working principle of the component,
which is meant to vaporize the refrigerant. According to this, it would be helpful to include a drier
at the end of the evaporator and stop any drop of liquid from going inside the compressor and
damaging it. Since the component used is already present in the vehicle in the refrigeration cycle,
its geometrical dimensions are fixed. Therefore, the same parametrization performed in paragraph
2.3.2 has been implemented. However, while the physical dimensions of the component cannot be
modified, the ambient conditions change, hence the properties of the external air flowing through
it also change. The experimental data provided by the supplier for the calibration is strictly related
to the original function of the heat exchanger hence, there is no available data to recalibrate the
system according to the new climate conditions. Therefore, it was assumed that the pressure drop
and the heat transfer gain for the refrigerant side, and the parameters defining the Nusselt
correlation for the air side are the ones obtained in the condenser performance calibration of
paragraph 2.3.2. According to this, we are assuming the performance calibration to be independent
of the air temperature and of the direction of the heat transfer.
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3.3.2 Components Added to the Loop
Additional components are needed to complete the heat pump system such as an expansion valve
introduced before the external heat exchanger and the internal condenser, shown in Fig. 3.2.
Designing a mechanical Thermostatic expansion valve (TXV), as the one modelled and used in the
AC system presented in paragraph 2.3.3, is challenging and requires information that is not readily
available. Therefore, in order to simplify the modelling of the system, the expansion valve added
to the loop is represented by a variable restriction electronically controlled so that the overheat at
the end of the evaporator is maintained at the desired level. This solution reproduces the functioning
concept of a TXV avoiding the definition of a 4-quarter diagram needed for its operation. The valve
is represented in Amesim by a modulated generic restriction (submodel “TPFMGR00” shown in
Fig. 3.4), which is controlled through its cross-sectional area according to a dimensionless signal
input at port 1, as shown in Eq. 3.2. This signal is limited between 0 (i.e. fully closed restriction)
and 1 (restriction fully open). The maximum cross sectional area is defined in the settings.
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥

(3.2)

Fig. 3. 4: Element adopted for the modulated generic restriction representing the expansion valve; list of external
variables and parametrization.
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The controller in charge of providing the input signal of the variable restriction is a proportional
integral (PI) control, whose function is to minimize the difference between the actual overheat of
the refrigerant at the end of the heat exchanger and the desired one.
The last and most challenging step is the design of the internal heat exchanger. This condenser will
be added after the internal evaporator in the air duct delivering the mass flow air to the cabin.
Therefore, the main design requirement is compact dimensions in order to fit the section of the
duct. The component has been modelled modifying the external condenser used in the refrigeration
loop in order to satisfy the new dimensions requirement. The component downsizing is also
consistent with the lower heat rejection required to the condenser of the heat pump system with
respect to the one of the AC system. Furthermore, the use of a smaller condenser will probably
affect the refrigerant virtual charge analysis, requiring a lower amount of refrigerant compared to
the one needed by the refrigeration system. The dimension reduction has been obtained matching
the width of the condenser with the width of the internal evaporator and removing the two internal
passes hence maintaining an even number of passes so that the inlet and outlet pipes are on the
same side. The height of the condenser depends on the number of tubes adopted for each pass,
however it has to be lower than the height of the evaporator in order to fit the duct. It has been
decided to design the heat exchanger modifying an already known condenser instead of
redesigning, in order to apply the same thermodynamic correlation obtained for the condenser
modelled in paragraph 2.3.2 assuming that the changes applied to the component do not affect the
calibration significantly. It is important to highlight that the scope of the research is not to redesign
new components in order to produce an actual heat pump system. The focus is on developing a
virtual model able to provide reasonable data to analyze the potential of such system. Therefore,
while its final characteristic or structure might result odd, the thermodynamic properties of the
refrigerant in each point will follow a realistic cycle. This will provide the information required to
replace the strange components used with actual ones provided by suppliers.

3.3.3 System level model
The components have been assembled together in Amesim with direct connections instead of pipes,
as it was done for the refrigeration cycle in Chapter 2. Figure 3.5 shows the model of the system,
highlighting the components shared with the AC system. As explained in paragraph 3.3.1, the
receiver cannot be placed inside the external heat exchanger as it was before, but it still has to be
included in the system, therefore, it has been placed inside the internal condenser.
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Fig. 3. 5: Heat pump model with highlighted the components shared with the AC system.

Once the model is assembled, it needs to be calibrated before allowing it to operate a complete
thermodynamic cycle. The tuning of the system is performed by modifying some selected
parameters:


Maximum cross-sectional area of the variable restriction adopted as an expansion valve



Number of tubes adopted in each of the two passes of the internal condenser



Capacity of the receiver

By changing these parameters a specific change in the behavior of the system was observed; this
behavior is described by the following variables:


Mass flow rate



Overheat at the end of the evaporator



Subcooling at the end the condenser



Pressure at the compressor outlet

In order to obtain the desired system, these variables will have to meet some requirements. Since it
is not possible to directly control them, this is achieved by acting on the parameters listed before.
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Before being able to actually calibrate these parameters, it is necessary to set the input conditions
of the system in the model, which are collected in Table 3.1.

INPUT PARAMETER

VALUE

Compressor

RPM

8400

Condenser

Air Temperature

-20 °C

Air Pressure

1.01325 bar

Air Relative Humidity

19%

Air Mass Flow Rate

330 m3/h

Air Temperature

-20 °C

Air Pressure

1.01325 bar

Air Relative Humidity

19%

Air Mass Flow Rate

0.287 kg/s

Evaporator

Table 3. 1: Input parameters of the heat pump model. These parameters will be also used for the calculation of the
optimal virtual refrigerant charge.

The air mass flow rates provided to each heat exchanger are the ones adopted in paragraph 2.5 and
switched between condenser and evaporator since their positions swapped. At this stage the model
is ready for calibration as follows. At first, the number of tubes in the passes (9 and 4) and the
capacity of the receiver (same adopted in the AC system, 0.1 L) have been kept constant while
decreasing the maximum cross-sectional area of the restriction. This operation decreases the mass
flow rate of the refrigerant. As a consequence of this, a lower rate of refrigerant is introduced in the
heat exchangers. Therefore, while overheat and subcooling at the end of the respective heat
exchanger increase, the pressure at the compressor outlet might increase as well to an unacceptable
value. In such a scenario the temperature and pressure in the condenser begin to increase until the
calculations stall and the simulation cannot proceed. This happens because with a low mass flow
rate the condenser is not able to transfer the required amount of heat. Therefore, in order to still
provide the correct amount of heat, the temperature difference between the condenser inlet and the
outlet refrigerant is increased, with resultant rise of the compressor efforts. The objective is then to
find a value of the maximum cross-sectional area of the restriction in the expansion valve which
allows the PI controller to maintain 10 °C of overheat at the end of the evaporator without
increasing the subcooling at the end of the condenser at a value higher than 10 °C. In this case, the
mass flow rate required to obtain the desired overheat is so low that the subcooling increases,
risking a stall in the optimization as explained previously. In order to decrease the value of the
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subcooling, the number of tubes in the internal condenser has been varied. In fact, by increasing
the number of tubes in the first pass and decreasing them in the second pass it is possible to lower
its value under the desired one. However, the configuration obtained presents 18 tubes in the first
pass and 1 tube in the second one which is not a readily available structure.
Once the system is assembled and calibrated, a virtual refrigerant charge analysis was performed,
following the procedure explained in paragraph 2.5. However, the values obtained for the
subcooling revealed a high sensitivity of the system to changes in the refrigerant charge: one ounce
of refrigerant makes the difference between a complete and successful simulation and a failed
simulation. Therefore, in order to complete the refrigerant charge analysis, it is necessary to lower
this sensitivity and identify the interval of refrigerant mass values that defines a plateau in the
subcooling. This has been done by increasing the capacity of the receiver from 0.1 L to 0.15 L. The
graph in Fig. 3.6 shows the behavior of the subcooling at the end of the condenser for each value
of refrigerant charge adopted. As explained in paragraph 2.5, the optimal virtual refrigerant charge
is evaluated according to Eq. 3.3 and it is equal to 7.5 oz, which is still a lower value with respect
to the AC system.
𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
= 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 0.75 ∗ (𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑥 − 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 )

(3.3)
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Fig. 3. 6: Graph collecting the behavior of the refrigerant subcooling after the condenser for all the simulations
performed, the plateau used for the calculation of the refrigerant charge is highlighted in red and it is limited by 3 and
9 oz.
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3.3.4 Results
The heat pump system modelled has finally been simulated using the input conditions collected in
Table 3.1 and the final values of the parameters used for the calibration:


The maximum cross-sectional area of the variable restriction is equal to 4 mm



18 tubes adopted in the first pass of the internal condenser and 1 tube in the second one



The capacity of the receiver is equal to 0.15 L

Even if the configuration of the heat exchanger is definitely odd the results produced are fairly
reasonable for what concern the thermodynamic transformations of the refrigerant happening in
compressor, condenser and expansion valve. However, the results of the calculation performed in
the evaporator are inconsistent: going through the evaporator the temperature decreases for both
refrigerant and air. This outcome, even if it is definitely unexpected, can be physically explained.
The heat transfer in the evaporator is expected to happen at constant pressure: on one hand the
temperature of the air decreases, on the other hand, after the phase change, the temperature of the
refrigerant increases until the desired overheat. However, in the modelled evaporator, during the
heat transfer the pressure of the refrigerant decreases, hence the saturation temperature also
diminishes. Once the refrigerant has completely evaporated the desired overheat is reached, but
pressure and temperature are now lower than the expected value. The reason behind this abnormal
behavior has to be identified in the evaporator characterization. As previously explained in
paragraph 3.3.1, this heat exchanger was originally operating as a condenser in the refrigeration
system and, therefore, the data available for the thermodynamic calibration describe its
performance in such conditions. In order to make up for the lack of data to calibrate the heat
exchanger as an evaporator it was decided to use the same parameters. Due to these limitations in
the characterization, the evaporator is not able to achieve the demanded performance with an
isobaric transformation and, therefore, a pressure drop is forced in order to still fulfill its duties.
However, given the results provided by any other component (state 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 3.7), it has
been decided to complete the cycle by manually selecting the properties of state of the refrigerant
at the end of the evaporator (state 1). Such thermodynamic state has been characterized as
following: since the heat transfer in the heat exchanger should happen at constant pressure, state 1
will share the same pressure of state 4; furthermore, in paragraph 3.3.3 it has been stated that the
aim of the expansion valve is to keep an overheat of 10 °C at the end of the evaporator. Given this
two properties Amesim allows the user to easily obtain temperature, specific enthalpy and specific
entropy. These considerations led to the completion of the cycle: the thermodynamic properties of
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each state are collected in Table 3.2 and they are reported in the pressure vs specific enthalpy
diagram shown in Fig. 3.7 and in the temperature vs specific entropy shown in Fig. 3.8.

State

Pressure Temperature Mass Flow Specific

Specific

Point

[barA]

[degC]

Rate

Enthalpy

Entropy

[kg/s]

[kJ/kg]

[kJ/kgK]

1

1.102

-14.2

0.0087

392.013

1.777

2

4.813

125.6

0.0087

514.741

2.037

3

4.800

4.0

0.0088

205.465

1.019

4

1.103

-24.2

0.0088

205.467

1.028

Table 3. 2: Thermodynamic properties of the 4 states of the cycle performed by the heat pump shown in Figs. 2.7 and
2.8.

Fig. 3. 7: Pressure-enthalpy diagram of the thermodynamic cycle performed by the heat pump (from 1 to 2 the
compressor, from 2 to 3 the condenser, from 3 to 4 the expansion valve and from 4 to 1 the evaporator).
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Fig. 3. 8: Temperature-entropy diagram of the thermodynamic cycle performed by the heat pump (from 1 to 2 the
compressor, from 2 to 3 the condenser, from 3 to 4 the expansion valve and from 4 to 1 the evaporator).

In order to check if the procedure followed to assume the new state 1 of the cycle, the
thermodynamic properties of the air at the inlet and outlet of each heat exchanger have been
collected in Table 3.3. Therefore, it is now possible to evaluate the heat rejection on both refrigerant
and air side applying Eq. 3.4 and Eq. 3.5 and compare the results obtained: their sum should be
null. As shown in Table 3.2, the mismatch in the performances of the condenser and the evaporator
and the consequent pressure drop generate a slight change in the refrigerant mass flow rate. For
simplicity, in the future calculations the refrigerant mass flow rate in the system has been
considered constant and equal to the average value: 0.00879 kg/s.

Inlet

Outlet

Mass

Specific

Temperature Temperature Flow Rate Heat
[degC]

[degC]

[kg/s]

Cp

[kJ/kgK]

Condenser

-20

1

0.127

1.006

Evaporator

-20

-25.3

0.287

1.006

Table 3. 3: Thermodynamic properties of the air at the inlet and outlet of condenser and evaporator shown in Figs. 3.7
and 3.8.

𝑄̇𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑟 = 𝐻𝑓 − 𝐻𝑖 = 𝑚̇𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑟 (ℎ𝑓 − ℎ𝑖 )

(3.4)
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𝑄̇𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 𝑚̇𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑐𝑝,𝑎𝑖𝑟 (𝑇𝑓 − 𝑇𝑖 )

(3.5)

From the results collected in Table 3.4 it is possible to state that, while there was a malfunctioning
on the refrigerant side calculations in the evaporator, there is a match between the results provided
for the air side and the one obtained with the assumed state.

Refrigerant

Heat Air Heat Rejection

Rejection [kW]

[kW]

Condenser

-2.719

2.700

Evaporator

1.640

-1.533

Table 3. 4: Heat rejection in the heat exchangers evaluated from both the refrigerant and the air side.

It is important to highlight that the PI controller plays an important role in the operations of the
model. The calculations of this simulation do not converge to a perfect steady-state and oscillates
around the desired value of overheat. In this situation the oscillation range is of 3-4 degrees of
overheat and, therefore, can be neglected since the scope of the thesis does not focus on automatic
control. However, this controller instability will be cause of important issues in the phase described
in the next paragraphs.

3.4 Second simulation in different environmental conditions
The results obtained in the first simulation, in which the heat pump works in an environment at -20
°C, prove that the performance of the system in such extreme conditions is poor and insufficient as
the heat rejection provided is enough to increase the temperature of the air of 21 °C and, therefore,
it needs an auxiliary source to successfully perform the heating operations. Furthermore, there is a
very high chance that the evaporator core will be subjected to frost formation due to the low
temperature working conditions.
In this paragraph, a different environmental condition has been considered in order to identify an
operating range that optimize the performance of the heat pump system.
A new simulation was performed considering as inlet air temperature of both evaporator and
condenser 0 °C. Due to this shift in the environmental conditions the PI control returned an
unacceptable outcome as the simulation stalled after a significant oscillation in the values calculated
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and the pressure and temperature of the refrigerant in the condenser increased excessively. In order
to avoid this behavior, the desired overheat at the end of the evaporator has been decreased to 5 °C.
In this way, the mass flow rate increases, diminishing the subcooling at the end of the evaporator
and the risk of stalling the calculations. However, in this case, the amplitude of the oscillation is
not negligible and the control created is not able to stabilize the loop. As explained before,
automatic controls are not the focus of this research and, therefore, it has been decided to select a
specific instant of the simulation and extract the thermodynamic cycle performed in that instant.
The selected point has been chosen in order to have the overheat value close to the desired one,
assuming that this procedure will provide a thermodynamic cycle close to the one that would have
been obtained in a convergent simulation. As it happened in the previous model, the results
provided for the state at the end of evaporator are inconsistent: again the temperature decreases in
both the refrigerant and the air. Following the same procedure explained in paragraph 3.3.4, the
cycle has been completed by selecting appropriate state of the refrigerant after the evaporator. The
thermodynamic properties of such cycle are collected in Table 3.5 and shown in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10,
which represent the thermodynamic cycle respectively in the pressure-enthalpy diagram and in the
temperature-entropy one.

State

Pressure Temperature Mass Flow Specific

Specific

Point

[barA]

[degC]

Rate

Enthalpy

Entropy

[kg/s]

[kJ/kg]

[kJ/kgK]

1

2.717

3

0.0212

401.865

1.745

2

12.216

128.1

0.0212

510.672

1.955

3

12.192

39.3

0.0132

255.264

1.186

4

2.718

-2.0

0.0132

255.877

1.206

Table 3. 5: Thermodynamic properties of the 4 states of the cycle performed by the heat pump shown in Figs. 3.9 and
3.10.
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Fig. 3. 9: Pressure-enthalpy diagram of the thermodynamic cycle performed by the heat pump (from 1 to 2 the
compressor, from 2 to 3 the condenser, from 3 to 4 the expansion valve and from 4 to 1 the evaporator).

Fig. 3. 10: Temperature-entropy diagram of the thermodynamic cycle performed by the heat pump (from 1 to 2 the
compressor, from 2 to 3 the condenser, from 3 to 4 the expansion valve and from 4 to 1 the evaporator).

Applying Eq. 3.4 and Eq. 3.5 to the data collected in Tables 3.5 and 3.6, it is possible to compare
the heat rejection evaluated on the refrigerant side, according to the cycle finally obtained, and the
ones computed on the air side, according to the values retrieved by the model.
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Inlet

Outlet

Mass

Specific

Temperature Temperature Flow Rate Heat
[degC]

[degC]

[kg/s]

Cp

[kJ/kgK]

Condenser

0

33.2

0.118

1.006

Evaporator

0

-2.8

0.28745

1.006

Table 3. 6: Thermodynamic properties of the air at the inlet and outlet of condenser and evaporator shown in Figs. 3.9
and 3.10.

The results obtained present a great discrepancy for two reason. The first and most evident one is
that there is no match between the heat rejections for both condenser and evaporator. This means
that in this case, unlike the previous model, there is no evident relation between the thermodynamic
cycle performed by the refrigerant and transformation in the air state. The second reason is
represented by the magnitude of the heat rejection evaluated on the refrigerant side. Comparing the
values collected in Table 3.7 with the ones in Table 3.4, they are three times higher and such
performances are probably out of the potential of such system.

Refrigerant

Heat Air Heat Rejection

Rejection [kW]

[kW]

Condenser

-7.464

3.955

Evaporator

5.156

0.810

Table 3. 7: Heat rejection in the heat exchangers evaluated from both the refrigerant and the air side.

Numerous obstacles and difficulties prevented the model from being executed succesfully and the
following list reports the most evident sources of error that brought the model to a stall:


The lack of experimental data to calibrate the external heat exchanger as an evaporator –
the assumption that the same parameters obtained while the heat exchanger was operating
as a condenser is not valid.



The lack of an appropriate internal condenser - the condenser used has been built using the
information available on the condenser of the refrigeration cycle. According to the
difficulties encountered in obtaining the desired overheat at the end of the evaporator
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without compromising the operations of the internal condenser demonstrate the inadequacy
of its use.


The oscillation produced by an unstable control. Such behavior was further compromised
by the high sensitivity of the system to any changes in the mass flow rate refrigerant.

3.5 Energy and Exergy Analysis
Since the results obtained in paragraph 3.3.4 represent a physically feasible heat pump cycle (using
the proper components), they have been used to perform an energy and exergy analysis. This should
provide an idea of the potential of the system in these extreme conditions. The equations used to
build the mathematical model have been written taking the work of I. Dincer and M. Rosen [70] as
a reference. In order to simplify the analysis of the system considered, some assumptions are
needed:
1. All of the processes are steady-state and steady flow, with negligible potential and kinetic
energy effects, and no chemical or nuclear reactions. This is validated by the methodology
of the data collection, since the model is run for a long interval of time allowing to discard
the data collected during the transient period.
2. The air is considered an ideal gas with constant specific heat. The specific heat of a fluid,
calculated at constant pressure, is a function of its temperature. However, in the situation
considered the value of the specific heat for the air remains constant at 1.006 kJ⁄kgK. The
value of the specific heat for vapour has been assumed to be 1.855 kJ/kgK.
3. Heat transfer to the system and work transfer from the system are considered positive. This
is the convention adopted for attribution of the signs and it will be respected by the results.
4. Heat transfer and refrigerant pressure drop in the connecting tubes are negligible since the
model of the heat pump system has been assembled using direct connections instead of pipes.
5. The reference state is taken to be at standard conditions, when the temperature is equal to 24
°C and the pressure is 1.01325 bar, as shown in Table 3.9
According to these assumptions we can proceed with the calculation of the specific physical exergy
of each state of the system, as shown in Fig. 3.11.
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Fig. 3. 11: Simple schematic of the heat pump system to define each state of the cycle: 1 refrigerant evaporator
outlet/compressor inlet, 2 refrigerant compressor outlet/condenser inlet, 3 condenser outlet/expansion valve inlet, 4
expansion valve outlet/evaporator inlet, 5 air evaporator inlet, 6 air evaporator outlet, 7 air condenser inlet, 8 air
evaporator outlet.

The specific flow exergy of the refrigerant (states 1, 2, 3, 4) is evaluated applying Eq. 3.6 on the
values collected in Table 3.2.
𝑒𝑥𝑟,𝑖 = (ℎ𝑖 − ℎ0 ) − 𝑇0 (𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠0 )

(3.6)

The specific flow exergy of air is calculated applying Eq. 3.7 on the values reported in Table 3.8.
𝑇
𝑇
𝑒𝑥𝑎,𝑖 = (𝐶𝑝,𝑎 + 𝜔𝐶𝑝.𝑣 )𝑇0 [( ) − 1 − ln ( )]
𝑇0
𝑇0
𝑃
+ (1 + 1.6078𝜔)𝑅𝑎 𝑇0 ln ( )
𝑃0
+ 𝑅𝑎 𝑇0 {(1 + 1.6078𝜔) ln [

(3.7)

(1 + 1.6078𝜔0 )
𝜔
] + 1.6078 ln ( )}
(1 + 1.6078𝜔)
𝜔0
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Where Ra=0.2871 kJ/kgK is the ideal gas constant for air and the index ‘0’ indicates the reference state,

whose properties are shown in Table 3.9.

Temperature

Specific

Mass

Flow

[degC]

Humidity Ratio

Rate [kg/s]

Condenser Inlet

0

0.0001

0.118407

Condenser Outlet

33.2

0.0001

0.118407

Evaporator Inlet

0

0.0001

0.28745

Evaporator Outlet

-2.8

0.0001

0.28745

Table 3. 8: Thermodynamic properties of the air at the inlet and outlet of condenser and evaporator.

Refrigerant

Air Reference

Reference State

State

Temperature [°C]

24

24

Pressure [kPa]

101.325

101.325

Specific Enthalpy [kJ/kg]

423.72

-

Specific Entropy [kJ/kgK]

1.898

-

Specific Humidity Ratio

-

0.002

Table 3. 9: Reference state considered for the refrigerant and the air.

Using the following equations, the values of the exergy destruction through each component can be
calculated.
In the compressor:
𝐸̇ 𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝 = 𝑚̇𝑟 (𝑒𝑥1 − 𝑒𝑥2 ) + 𝑊̇𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝

(3.8)

Where:
𝑊̇𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝 = 𝑚̇𝑟 (ℎ2 − ℎ1 )

(3.9)
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In the condenser:
𝐸𝑥̇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 𝑚̇𝑟 (𝑒𝑥2 − 𝑒𝑥3 ) + 𝑚̇𝑎 (𝑒𝑥7 − 𝑒𝑥8 )

(3.10)

In the orifice tube:
𝐸̇ 𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝐸𝑥𝑝 = 𝑚̇𝑟 (𝑒𝑥3 − 𝑒𝑥4 )

(3.11)

In the evaporator:
𝐸̇ 𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝 = 𝑚̇𝑟 (𝑒𝑥4 − 𝑒𝑥1 ) + 𝑚̇𝑎 (𝑒𝑥5 − 𝑒𝑥6 )

(3.12)

For each component, it is possible to evaluate a parameter called relative irreversibility (RI), which
describes the contribution of each component in the system performance degradation.

𝑅𝐼𝑖 =

𝐸̇ 𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑖
𝐸̇ 𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡

(3.13)

Where:
𝐸̇ 𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐸̇ 𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝 + 𝐸̇ 𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑 + 𝐸̇ 𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝐸𝑥𝑝 + 𝐸̇ 𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝

(3.14)

Finally, the criteria used to characterize the efficiency of a heat pump is the coefficient of
performance (COP) that is calculated according to both approaches: first (3.15) and second (3.16)
laws of thermodynamics.

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐻𝑃 =

𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑
𝑊̇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐻𝑃,𝑒𝑥 =

𝑚̇𝑟 (𝑒𝑥2 − 𝑒𝑥3 )
𝑊̇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝

(3.15)

(3.16)

The results of the analysis are provided in Table 3.10.
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𝐸̇ 𝑥𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡 [kW]

RI [%]

COPHP

COPHP,ex

Compressor

0.6791

59.68

-

-

Condenser

0.4043

35.53

-

-

Expansion Valve

0.0235

2.73

-

-

Evaporator

0.0311

2.06

-

-

Overall system

1.1380

100

2.52

0.0552

Table 3. 10: Results of the energy and exergy analysis performed on the system proposed in paragraph 3.3.

According to the results shown in Table 3.10, the major components responsible for the exergy
destruction of the system are compressor and condenser. On the other hand, the impact of expansion
valve and evaporator can be considered negligible. The high value of the exergy destruction
evaluated for the compressor can be easily explained remembering the considerations made in
paragraph 3.3 while developing and simulating the heat pump model. On one hand, since the
condenser has not enough refrigerant mass flow rate to provide the required heat rejection, the
pressure at the compressor outlet is increased in order to have a higher temperature difference
through the condenser. On the other hand, the compressor is in charge of providing enough pressure
to overcome all the obstacles encountered in using the external heat exchanger as an evaporator
instead of as a condenser, as presented in paragraph 3.3.1. According to these considerations, it is
no surprise that the compressor represents the component with the higher exergy destruction. In
fact, the work required at the compressor is excessive, hence determining a poor coefficient of
performance evaluated according to the First Law of thermodynamics and a very low exergetic
coefficient of performance.
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Chapter 4 – Cabin Model

4.1 Introduction
A first attempt to improve the possibilities of 1D cabin models and be able to achieve a distribution
of the temperature inside the cabin was the creation of a multi-zone cabin [50]. This has been
achieved by dividing the volumes in order to consider multiple lumped mass. According to this,
the thermic loads on the external surfaces have been split assigning them correctly to the respective
volume. The principle behind this methodology is interesting and reasonable, however it presents
a flaw that cannot be fixed relying only on a 1D software, which is accounting for the
thermodynamic interactions between the different volumes. In this chapter, a new tool provided by
Simcenter Amesim (Siemens) has been implemented to approach the problem such that the
limitations of previous methods are addressed: the Embedded CFD Tool. After explaining the
functioning principles of the tool, the modelling process will be presented. The procedure will
consist of defining the geometry in the 3D environment; placing the air vents and defining their
dimension; characterizing the material and defining the environmental conditions; and defining the
properties of the air flowing in each vent. In order to optimize the results of the process,
experimental data have been used as input of the system so that it is possible to immediately analyze
the effect of every implementation while building the model.
It is also important to remark that this feature is new and only recently it has been released into the
market, hence, there is vast room for improvement. On this purpose, Amesim developers kindly
accepted to collaborate in the development of the project. Therefore, considerations and
suggestions will be done in order to contribute in the evolution of this tool.

4.2 Embedded CFD Tool
This tool has been developed in order to define a simplified 3D environment to better take into
account the effects of the 3D air flow and to organize the cabin volume in different zones interacting
with each other. To achieve this 3D environment simulation Simcenter Amesim, in charge of
performing the 1D calculations, was coupled with STAR-CCM+, which performs the 3D
calculations. This allows for solar radiation and the convective heat exchange with the air flow to
be accounted for. More precisely, STAR-CCM+ computes a heat transfer coefficient depending on
the air velocity and the mass flow rates between the interfaces, while Amesim is in charge of the
calculation of:
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moist air flow average temperature in each zone



mass temperatures of the car cabin



energy balance within the components

In this study the volume of the cabin was divided in 10 different volumes, each of which represents
a specific zone inside the vehicle, as we can see in Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 4. 1: Representation of the cabin space split in 10 volumes.

The calculations between the different volumes at the interfaces are made following the principle
of the conservation of mass, both in Amesim and in STAR-CCM+. The Embedded CFD Tool, as
it is shown in Fig. 4.2, has only one output port and different inputs as follows:


9 air vents to provide the properties of the air flowing inside the cabin from the HVAC
system (temperature, pressure, relative humidity, mass flow rate): 1 defrosting vent in the
windshield, 4 air vents in the dashboard (top front, 2 for each zone), 2 air vents in the front
feet zones (bottom front, 1 for each zone), 2 air vents in the rear feet zones (bottom rear, 1
for each zone)



The speed of the vehicle, which can be a constant or a function of time



The external air temperature, which can also be a constant or a function of time

The output port provide the properties of the air entering the recirculation duct. The value of the
variables provided by this port can be very significant, since most of the experimental test
performed on the vehicle (as for example the cool down considered for the validation) can be
performed in recirculation mode.
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Fig. 4. 2: The Embedded CFD Tool and its external variables.

The tool has a first interface that allows the user to provide some basic information to the software:
the initialization of the parameters of the model and definition of the material of the solid parts of
the cabin. The initialization consists of:


Temperature of the solid surfaces of each volume



Temperature of the interfaces between the different zones



Average temperature of the air inside each volume



Mass flow air in each zone

On the other hand, the materials requested by the tool are: glass, steel, canvas, interior trim, seat
foam.
Furthermore, the ambient conditions need to be specified using the submodel “THAMBCON0”,
which allows the user to define the solar radiation to which the vehicle is subjected.
In order to define the interface between Simcenter Amesim and STAR-CCM+, the tool is equipped
with the Embedded CFD car cabin application. This application is divided in 4 sections which
represent different stages of the modelling process: Geometry, Physics, Run, Post Processing.
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In the geometry section the user can set the main dimensions of the cabin needed to create the
related CAD model in STAR-CCM+. This section is further divided in 4 different parts:


Outside Geometry: to set all the external dimensions of the car cabin



Inside Geometry: group concerning the dimensions of seats of the vehicle



Air Vents: to define each air vent position and its width and height



Body Components: parameters that determine the thickness of each layer of the car body
(roof, side panels, windows)

Once all the information required have been provided, the software will be able to fully build the
CAD of car cabin.
The second section is concerned with the physics and these parameters allow the user to enable the
definition of reference conditions and properties, the definition of physical material properties and,
lastly, the determination of the mesh properties, as follows:


Material radiative exchange properties: emissivity, absorption factor and transmission
factor for transparent materials



Air flow orientation for each air vent



Parameters for the initialization of the fluid domain for the CFD simulation



Average mesh size of the fluid domain

This information allow the model to generate an automatic mesh of the volume considered.
The next step requires to set the parameters that govern the CFD simulation and the coupling
between Amesim and STAR-CCM+. The coupling scheme is transient and enables the user to
perform a complete transient simulation on Amesim using boundary conditions provided by the
CFD calculations. This boundary conditions are evaluated running a steady-state simulation on
STAR-CCM+ with the initial inputs provided by Amesim. During the evolving of the simulation,
this conditions can become obsolete with respect to current state of the system and, therefore, every
time they need to be updated, the 1D simulation on Amesim is stopped and a new steady-state
simulation is performed on STAR-CCM+ using up-to-date variables provided by Amesim.
Therefore, it is also necessary to define a stopping process in order to trigger the communication
between Amesim and STAR-CCM+ at relevant moments. This can be done following different
stopping criteria:


Monitoring the changes of significant variables



Selecting specific instants during the simulation



Defining time intervals



At switch conditions
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At the end of this section, results will be generated and the simulation can be considered complete.
The last division, the post-processing, simply allows the user to store the values of the variables of
interest regardless if they have been calculated by Amesim or STAR-CCM+.

4.3 Development of the Model
In this paragraph, each step of the modelling of the cabin of the Fiat 500e will be explained and
analyzed thoroughly, outlining all the decisions made and proposing ideas for further improvement.

4.3.1 External Variables Input
In order to clearly see the effects of every decision taken in the modelling process, the first step has
been to select all the experimental data required as input of the system (Fig. 4.2). The experimental
test in examination is the same cool down test considered in the first chapter implemented to
validate the refrigeration loop. The test is a cool down performed in a climatic wind tunnel on the
entire vehicle. The solar radiation flux to be specified in the ambient conditions is 1000 W⁄m2 .
The test is performed in full recirculation mode, which means that the air flowing through the
evaporator consists entirely of air coming from the cabin and not from the external environment.
One input required is the speed of the vehicle during the experiment (Fig. 4.3) defined as follows:


40 km/h for the first 1820 seconds



0 km/h for 120 seconds



105 km/h for 780 seconds



0 km/h for the last 1180 seconds

Another information to be provided to the model is the temperature of the tunnel environment,
which is almost kept constant at 43.8°C, as shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Fig. 4. 3: Graph showing the speed of the vehicle during the simulation as a function of time.
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Fig. 4. 4: Graph showing the temperature of the wind tunnel during the simulation as a function of time.

The last set of data required are the properties (temperature, pressure, relative humidity and mass
flow rate) of the air flowing through the 9 air vents. During the cool down test only the 4 top front
vents allow the air to flow inside the cabin (right, center right, center left, left), while the others are
closed, as shown in Fig. 4.5.
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Fig. 4. 5: The air vents used in the cool down test are shown in red.

In order to exclude all the other air vents in the model it is sufficient to set the mass flow rate of air
to zero hence, they will not have any impact on the simulation. As with the evaporator in the first
chapter, the mass flow rate provided by the blower is 330 m3/h and it is split in equal parts between
the 4 top front vents. Also, the absolute humidity is the same as provided to the evaporator in the
refrigeration loop and it is shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Fig. 4. 6: Behavior of the assumed absolute humidity of the air flowing through the evaporator.
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Fig. 4. 7: Temperature of the air flowing in the top front vents during the cool down test.

The pressure is assumed to be constant at environmental pressure while the temperature of the air
at each air vent considered is provided by the measurements of 4 different thermocouples during
the test. Therefore, they will be represented by a function of time and the values will be different
for each vent (Fig. 4.7). Finally, the last operation is to provide the values of temperature and mass
flow rate to initialize each component of the model. The air mass flow rate in each zone has been
set to 0 since at the beginning of the test the vehicle is turned off and the HVAC system is not
operational. Then, each zone requires the initial temperature of its solid surfaces and the average
initial temperature of its air. For simplicity, these values have been assumed as the first value
measured by the thermocouple placed in the respective zone in the experimental test for each
volume. To give a clarifying example, if the temperature measured by the driver head thermocouple
measures 70°C then this will be the value of the initial temperature of the top front left (i.e. average
air, roof, side and seat). Although this method of initialization is not very accurate it is reasonably
sufficient to run a simulation, since every element included in each volume should be in thermal
equilibrium with each other.
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4.3.2 Geometry Definition
In this phase of the modelling process, the aim is to provide every information needed in order to
build the 3D CAD environment for Amesim and STAR-CCM+ (Fig. 4.8).

Fig. 4. 8: Dimensions required to parametrized the CAD geometry: external dimensions of the car cabin on the left;
dimensions of the seats on the right.

The divisions of the cabin volume in different zone is fixed and, therefore, also the basic shape of
the virtual geometry is predetermined. This means that there is a lack of customization of the threedimensional environment, which could cause problems in meeting the user’s necessities. However,
since the geometry is being modelled simultaneously in Amesim and STAR-CCM+, giving the
chance to further personalize the cabin shape would increase excessively the complexity of the tool.
The first step is then to choose the appropriate dimensions of the simplified virtual geometry in
order to closely match the actual cabin environment. The required data have been selected
measuring the CAD of the Fiat 500e trying to achieve the best possible fit between the two
geometries, as it is shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10. A troublesome point, for example, has been the
selection of the value of the dashboard depth, which also determines, in the virtual geometry, the
length of the windshield. However, in the real cabin of the car there is no correspondence between
these two points. As it can be seen in Fig. 4.10, priority has been given to the correct definition of
the dimensions of the windshield with respect to the ones of the dashboards, according to the belief
that their impact on the simulation results would have been higher.
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Fig. 4. 9: Side view of the match between the virtual shape and the cabin CAD to extrapolate the measurements needed
in the geometry definition.

Fig. 4. 10: Front view of the match between the virtual shape and the cabin CAD to extrapolate the measurements
needed in the geometry definition.

Once the main CAD geometry has been refined, it is necessary to provide the thickness of the
external surfaces of the cabin. These surfaces are usually composed by multiple layers of different
materials. In the tool, the roof and the side panels are characterized as three-layers components
composed of insulation material (canvas for the roof and interior trim for the side panels), air gap
and metal sheet. The last class of surfaces to be defined are the glasses (windshield and side
windows) which, in the interface of the tool provided by Amesim are all characterized with the
same parameters even if usually there are important differences between them. However, it is
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possible to bypass this limitation manually changing the desired values inside the supercomponent
of the Embedded CFD Tool (ECFD). Therefore, in the geometry interface of ECFD application,
the value of the side windows has been inserted under the heading glass thickness, and it has been
manually modified in the windshield inputs inside the supercomponent. The last set of data required
to complete the geometry definition section of the model regards the air vents: the position of the
center of the vents in the relative volumes, and the height and width of the air vent ports noting
that, as explained in the paragraph 4.3.1, the air vents used in the test considered are only the top
front. According to this, the information regarding all the other vents have been neglected, since
they do not affect the simulation. Each air vent is bound to its original zone and the user is not
allowed to move it into a different region. Although, it is unlikely to be an issue with the main air
ports, it could represent a problem with the position of the recirculation port since it might be placed
in a different position in the vehicle considered.

4.3.3 Material Characterization
The tool interface requires the definition of five different materials used in the cabin environment:
metal sheets, glass, canvas in the roof, interior trim in the side panels and seat foam. In this section,
the same consideration presented in the paragraph 4.3.2 regarding the differences between
windshield and side windows has been implemented. A common windshield produced for
automotive purposes is usually composed of two external layers of glass which, in the event of
breaking are held in place by an interlayer of polyvinyl butyral (PVB) or ethylene-vinyl acetate
(EVA) hence, the whindshield is composed of thre layers. Therefore, its thermophysical properties
will be different with respect to the ones of the side glass, which consist of a single layer of glass
meant to shatter into tiny pieces in case of impact. A separate material card has been created to
characterize the windshield material and its index number has been manually inserted in the
supercomponent of the ECFD tool as it was done for the thickness. The data needed to completely
define a material card in this model are density, specific heat and thermal conductivity.
Furthermore, it is necessary to set the radiative exchange properties of the materials of the external
surfaces exposed to sun rays: emissivity, absorption factor and transmission factor for both steel
and windshield glass. The value of all these properties has been determined using FCA data.
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4.3.4 Stopping Criterion
The coupling principle between Amesim and STAR-CCM+ has been explained in paragraph 4.2
and it has been pointed out that a critical step is represented by the choice of the criterion that
regulates the update of the boundary conditions provided by CFD calculations. The approach
selected consists of defining the time intervals between the update iterations. The length of this
intervals is not fixed and it follows a nearly exponential curve, which resets at every switch of the
vehicle speed. In this way, a higher number of updates will be performed in correspondence of
important changes in the experimental set up. Figure 4.11 clearly shows the instants in which the
simulation on Amesim is stopped to update the boundary condition, comparing their pattern with
the profile of the vehicle speed, which is the main switching condition during the test.

Representation of the iteration instants
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Fig. 4. 11: Instants (in red) at which the simulation on Amesim stops and asks to STAR-CCM+ for an update on the
boundary conditions, compared to the profile of the vehicle speed (in black).

It is important to outline the most significant direct consequences of the choice of the stopping
criterion. On one hand, increasing the number of update iterations with CFD calculations should
improve the accuracy of the result getting closer to an ideal result obtained with a continuous
coupling. On the other hand, each iteration added to the simulation will increase the amount of time
and computational resources required diminishing the advantages brought by 1D analysis. The goal
is then to find a compromise to maximize the accuracy of the results minimizing the duration of
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the simulation. In order to decide which one was the most appropriate set of iterations to use, a
sensitivity study has been performed. This analysis consists of multiple simulations of the same
model executed with different choices of profiles for the stopping criterion, starting with relaxed
profiles and progressively tightening them. When increasing the number of updates there are no
significant changes in the values obtained, the chosen profile can be considered appropriate.

4.3.5 Results cleaning
In the output collections of the values of the variables each instant is printed multiple times with a
discontinuous pattern; therefore, the results obtained need to be “cleaned” before being ready to be
post-processed and analyzed. This has been achieved with the Matlab script provide below, which
reads the values in the first column (reserved for the time variable) one at a time and prints the
related row only if it recognizes a different value with respect to previous one.

%post-processing for Embedded CFD tool results
%script to eliminate multiple rows repeated
D=dataset('file','Soaking_patchalt4_unprocessed.txt');
different variable, the first has to be TIME
F=double(D);
flag=-1;
cleaned=fopen('Soaking_patchalt4_precessed.txt','w');

%every

column

for i=1:length(F);
if flag~=F(i,1);
fprintf(cleaned,'%.8f %.8f %.8f %.8f %.8f %.8f %.8f %.8f
%.8f\r\n',F(i,:)); %be sure to define the correct number of columns
end
flag=F(i,1);
end

is

%.8f

a

%.8f

fclose(cleaned);

4.3.6 First simulation
This first version of the model is completed and ready to be simulated. The results obtained for the
average temperature of the air in each volume have been compared with the measurements of the
thermocouples present in the vehicle. The following list shows the correspondence between zones
and thermocouples:
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Top Front Left (TFL) – Head Front Left



Top Front Right (TFR) – Head Front right



Top Rear Left (TRL) – Head Rear Left



Top Rear Right (TRR) – Head Rear Right



Bottom Front Left (BFL) – Feet Front Driver Left, Feet Front Driver Right



Bottom Front Right (BFR) – Feet Front Passenger Left, Feet Front Passenger Right



Bottom Rear Left (BRL) – Feet Rear Passenger Left



Bottom Rear right (BRR) – Feet Rear Passenger Left

The abbreviations will help in identifying the different zones in this chapter. The BFL and BFR
zones are related to two thermocouples each, which represent the temperatures at each foot position.
The deviation of the numerical results will be calculated with respect to the average one between
the two thermocouples. Furthermore, the windshield (WS) and rearshield (RS) zones do not appear
in the list because they cannot be related to any thermocouple, since the company is not interested
in those values. As it is shown in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13, the results obtained for the top zones (TFL
and TFR in the graphs) are really close to the experimental ones. However, the bottoms zones
instead present an abnormal behavior in the first 50 seconds of the simulation. Taking as example
the graphs (BRL) shown in Fig. 4.14, an unexpected peak of about 15 degrees is noticeable. This
behavior has been associated with an inaccurate initialization of the model.
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Fig. 4. 12: Comparison between the experimental values measured from the thermocouple Head Front Left and the
numerical results obtained for the zone Top Front Left (TFL) in the first simulation.
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Fig. 4. 13: Comparison between the experimental values measured from the thermocouple Head Front Right and the
numerical results obtained for the zone Top Front Right (TFR) in the first simulation.
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Fig. 4. 14: Comparison between the experimental values measured from the thermocouple Feet Rear Passenger Left
and the numerical results obtained for the zone Bottom Rear Left (BRL) in the first simulation.
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Validation metric and cumulative average error were evaluated as explained in paragraph 2.6.3
using Eq. 2.8 and Eq. 2.9 [68] and the obtained values are tabulated in Table 4.1
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑

1
𝑦(𝑡𝑖 ) − 𝑌(𝑡𝑖 )
𝑉 =1−
∑ tanh |
|
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑡0
𝑌(𝑡𝑖 )

(8)

𝑖=𝑡0

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑

1
𝑦(𝑡𝑖 ) − 𝑌(𝑡𝑖 )
𝑒𝑟𝑟 =
∑|
|
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑡0
𝑌(𝑡𝑖 )

(9)

𝑖=𝑡0

PARAMETER

V

err

Top Front Left

96.74%

3.27%

Top Front Right

95.97%

4.07%

Top Rear Left

92.19%

7.93%

Top Rear Right

90.81%

9.41%

Bottom Front Left

95.58%

4.45%

Bottom Front Right

92.51%

7.57%

Bottom Rear Left

94.49%

5.55%

Bottom Rear Right

93.72%

6.35%

Recirculation

89.69%

10.50%

Table 4. 1: Values of the validation metric and of the cumulative average error for the validation for the temperature of
the 8 main volumes of the cabin and for the temperature of the recirculation air for the first simulation.

Even considering the irregularities caused by the initialization chosen, the results for the validation
metric obtained are higher than expected. The lower validation metric calculated is related to the
recirculation temperature. This value, which can still be considered satisfactorily, can be explained
by the fact that while the thermocouple measures the temperature of the air at the start of the
recirculation, the value calculated by the model corresponds with the average temperature of the
air of the volume in which the duct port is placed. As a direct consequence, the accuracy of the
recirculation air temperature calculation is strongly limited. Furthermore, taking into account the
considerations moved in paragraph 4.3.2 regarding the position definition of air vents, it becomes
evident that the model is not suited to evaluate the temperature of a precise point as the start of the
recirculation duct. This statement is consistent with the nature of the model built whose results are
not provided by an accurate CFD simulation, but by a 1D calculation of average temperatures.
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However, this consideration on the recirculation temperature has been brought up because, in the
event of a direct connection between the cabin model and the refrigeration loop model, this
parameter would play a main role in the simulation. Since the test is performed in complete
recirculation (100% of the air going through the evaporator is coming from the recirculation duct,
while 0% is fresh air from the external environment), the temperature calculated at the recirculation
port will be an important input for the AC system.

4.3.7 Soaking Pre-simulation
The condition in which a cool down experimental test is performed represents a possible, though
extreme, situation in which general drivers could find themself using the car after it was parked
under the sun in a hot day of summer for several hours. Therefore, before performing the actual
cool down experimental test, it is necessary to go through a preparation to reproduce these initial
conditions. During this phase, the car is introduced in the wind tunnel, in which:


the speed of the wind is null



the temperature of the air is kept to 43.8 °C



a solar radiation of 1000 W/m2 is provided



the vehicle is turned off and, therefore, the HVAC system is not in operation

These state persists until the average temperature of the air inside the cabin of the vehicle reaches
60 °C. Once this condition is achieved, the vehicle and the wind tunnel are turned on and the cool
down test is started. In order to eliminate the abnormal behavior of the temperature explained in
the previous paragraph and to improve the initialization of the simulation, a soaking pre-simulation
has been performed. The purpose of this operation is to reproduce the preparation of the conditions
from which the cool down starts. This has been achieved by running a simulation in which the
inputs provided to the model have been modified as following:


the mass flow rate at each air vent is null (this operation is sufficient to eliminate every
possible action of the HVAC system)



the ambient temperature is constant and equal to 43.8 °C



the speed of the vehicle is null

When the average of the temperatures calculated in all the 10 volumes has reached 60 °C, the
simulation is stopped and this point is considered as initial point of the cool down simulation. The
graph in Fig. 4.15 shows the behavior of the temperature in each zone during the soaking
simulation.
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Fig. 4. 15: Behavior of the temperature of the 10 volumes during the soaking simulation, at 1922 s the average
temperature reaches 60 °C.

It is noticeable that during this phase the bottom zones are not affected by any significant change,
while instead the temperature in the windshield and rearshield zones reaches excessive values.
Furthermore, the temperature in the top zones is supposed to reach uniformly 70 °C, however, it
was determined a temperature lower and significant differences between the temperatures in the
top front zones and the ones in the top rear zones. The main reason behind this behavior has been
identified in one setting of the CFD simulation, which is in charge to provide the evaluation of the
mass flow air and the heat transfer coefficient at the interface between the volumes. In fact, the
simulation in STAR-CCM+ is performed without considering the action of the gravity. Therefore,
the model is unable to consider the effects of natural convection produced by the variations of
density of the air. During the soaking of the vehicle, the HVAC system is not in operation and the
air vents are not providing any mass flow air, hence the main and only source of mass flow air is
represented by the natural convection. This explains the high differences in the values of the
average temperatures of the various zones, since their interactions are limited by the absence of
flow of air. However, this pre-simulation has been added at the beginning of the cool down
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simulation and in this way, a single run all the process (soaking + cool down test) has been
reproduced with continuity.
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Fig. 4. 16: Comparison between the experimental values measured from the thermocouple Head Front Left and the
numerical results obtained for the zone Top Front Left (TFL) in the second simulation.
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Fig. 4. 17: Comparison between the experimental values measured from the thermocouple Feet Rear Passenger Left
and the numerical results obtained for the zone Bottom Rear Left (BRL) in the second simulation.
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PARAMETER

V

err

Top Front Left

96.67%

3.34%

Top Front Right

96.57%

3.44%

Top Rear Left

92.74%

7.37%

Top Rear Right

90.23%

9.96%

Bottom Front Left

95.96%

4.07%

Bottom Front Right

93.49%

6.56%

Bottom Rear Left

94.75%

5.28%

Bottom Rear Right

94.01%

5.95%

Recirculation

90.58%

9.55%

Table 4. 2: Values of the validation metric and of the cumulative average error for the validation for the temperature of
the 8 main volumes of the cabin and for the temperature of the recirculation air for the second simulation.

As it is shown in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 and in Table 4.2, performing the initialization of the model
by simulating the soaking of the vehicle has been beneficial overall. The highest improvements,
even if limited, have been registered for the bottom zones, which benefits of a better initialization
and the unexpected peak outlined in paragraph 4.3.6 is still present but it has been slightly reduced.
The only two zones presenting a slightly lower value of the validation metric are Top Front Left
(validation metric diminished of 0.07%) and Top Rear Right (validation metric diminished of
0.58%).

4.4 Simulations with Gravity Enabled
After discussing the issues encountered during the soaking pre-simulation and the cool down
simulation with Siemens developers, an alternative java scripts of the command execution of the
Embedded CFD Tool was developed in order to be able to change the settings in the CFD
simulation, which cannot be defined in the interface in Amesim. It is sufficient to replace the
execute command script in the Amesim installation folder and perform the generation of the
geometry and of the physics in order to apply the modifications. Hence, it was possible to explore
the possibilities of the model and experiment the different settings as presented in the following
sub-sections.
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4.4.1 Third Simulation
The first change made to the settings of the CFD simulation has been the enabling of the gravity in
order to consider the natural convection of the air inside the cabin. Therefore, a third simulation
has been performed reproducing the soaking and the cool down. Prior to running the complete
simulation, it is important to perform a soaking separately in order to determine the instant where
the average temperature inside the vehicle reaches 60 °C. In this case, the duration of the soaking
stage is 1706 Seconds. In Fig. 4.18 the comparison between experimental and numerical results is
shown.
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Fig. 4. 18: Comparison between the experimental values measured from the thermocouple Head Front Right and the
numerical results obtained for the zone Top Front Right (TFR) in the first attempt of the third simulation.

From the behavior of the numerical results, it is evident that the first consequence of enabling
gravity in the model has been a higher sensitivity to the stopping criterion regulating the coupling
mechanism. Therefore, the number of stops in first 500 seconds of the simulation has been
increased in order to update the boundary conditions with an adequate frequency, as it is shown in
Fig. 4.19. A new simulation is performed according to this new stopping pattern. Figures 4.20 and
4.21 present respectively the result of Top Front Left and Bottom Rear Left zones, chosen as
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examples, while Table 4.3 collects the values of the validation metric and of the cumulative average
error for each zone calculated applying Eq. 2.8 and Eq. 2.9.
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Fig. 4. 19: Instants (in red) at which the simulation on Amesim stops and asks to STAR-CCM+ for an update on the
boundary conditions, compared to the profile of the vehicle speed (in black).
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Fig. 4. 20: Comparison between the experimental values measured from the thermocouple Head Front Left and the
numerical results obtained for the zone Top Front Left (TFL) in the third simulation.
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Fig. 4. 21: Comparison between the experimental values measured from the thermocouple Feet Rear Passenger Left
and the numerical results obtained for the zone Bottom Rear Left (BRL) in the third simulation.

PARAMETER

V

err

Top Front Left

96.66%

3.35%

Top Front Right

96.56%

3.46%

Top Rear Left

90.42%

9.78%

Top Rear Right

90.28%

9.94%

Bottom Front Left

96.28%

3.74%

Bottom Front Right

93.38%

6.68%

Bottom Rear Left

93.34%

6.74%

Bottom Rear Right

93.11%

6.97%

Recirculation

90.48%

9.67%

Table 4. 3: Values of the validation metric and of the cumulative average error for the validation for the temperature of
the 8 main volumes of the cabin and for the temperature of the recirculation air for the third simulation.

The new stopping criterion adopted solved the issues generated by the increased sensitivity to
duration of the intervals between different iterations. However, even if under a theoretical point of
view introducing the gravity effect in the calculation represents a great step forward, there are not
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significant changes in the results. It is worth to notice a decrease in the validation metric of all the
rear zones due to a lower accuracy in the prediction of the steady-state temperature reached in those
volumes of the cabin. The most significant effects of the introduction of gravity can be found in the
results produced by the soaking simulation, since natural convection is the only source of mass
flow air between volumes. Comparing Figs. 4.15 and 4.22, the following can be made:


The temperatures reached in the windshield and rearshield have decreased of 20 °C and are
now more similar adjoining top zones



There is higher uniformity between the temperatures of the top zones, while before there
was a significant difference between the front zones and the rear ones



The increase in the bottom zones temperature is about 10 °C, while before was almost
negligible



The soaking simulation is highly sensitive to the stopping criterion; the number of updates
required in order to obtain smooth curves not affected by the coupling mechanism of the
Embedded CFD tool is too high.
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Fig. 4. 22: Behavior of the temperature of the 10 volumes during the soaking simulation, at 1708 s the average
temperature reaches 60 °C.
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4.4.2 Fourth simulation
In all simulations performed so far the heat transfer coefficient in the CFD simulation is the local
heat transfer coefficient, which can be highly sensitive to the mesh size adopted. The mesh used in
the Embedded CFD tool is automatically generated by the software in the physics section of the
tool, allowing the user to select the average mesh size. Furthermore, in this research the focus is
not on the effects of the average size of the mesh. Therefore, the local heat transfer coefficient
might not be the most accurate hence introducing an inaccuracy to the simulation. Following the
same procedure explained in the previous paragraph, a new execute command script has been used
in which the gravity and the specified y+ heat transfer coefficient has been chosen. This choice
combines the best features of the heat transfer coefficient and the local heat transfer coefficient
eliminating the sensitivity to near-wall mesh size. A final simulation has been performed to make
a comparison between the results obtained with this alternative heat transfer coefficient. The
sensitivity of the simulation to the stopping criterion is definitively lower with respect the previous
one, since it is possible to use the first pattern created, shown in Fig. 4.11, obtaining quite
satisfactory results.
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Fig. 4. 23: Comparison between the experimental values measured from the thermocouple Head Front Left and the
numerical results obtained for the zone Top Front Left (TFL) in the fourth simulation.
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Fig. 4. 24: Comparison between the experimental values measured from the thermocouple Feet Rear Passenger Left
and the numerical results obtained for the zone Bottom Rear Left (BRL) in the fourth simulation.

However, to obtain more accurate results, the simulation was performed using the last stopping
pattern shown in Fig. 4.19. Figures 4.23 and 4.24 present respectively the result of Top Front Left
and Bottom Rear Left zones, chosen as examples, while Table 4.4 collects the values of the
validation metric and of the cumulative average error for each zone calculated applying Eq. 2.8 and
Eq. 2.9.
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PARAMETER

V

err

Top Front Left

95. 87%

4.17%

Top Front Right

93.74%

6.33%

Top Rear Left

93.44%

6.63%

Top Rear Right

93.39%

6.68%

Bottom Front Left

93.11%

6.97%

Bottom Front Right

90.19%

9.99%

Bottom Rear Left

94.63%

5.41%

Bottom Rear Right

94.39%

5.66%

Recirculation

87.58%

12.74%

Table 4. 4: Values of the validation metric and of the cumulative average error for the validation for the temperature of
the 8 main volumes of the cabin and for the temperature of the recirculation air for the fourth simulation.

By comparing Tables 4.3 and 4.4 an evident trend is noticed. While the correlation between
numerical results and experimental data has improved significantly in the rear zones (TRL +3.02%,
TRR +3.11%, BRL +1.29%, BRR +1.28%), it has decreased for the front zones (TFL -0.79%, TFR
-2.82%, BFL -3.17%, BFR -3.19%). According to this, the validation metric evaluated for the
temperature of the air recirculated has decreased, since it depends on the temperature of the BFR
zone.
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Chapter 5 – Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter collects all the considerations and conclusions developed during the research project.
Furthermore, suggestions for future studies that could not be exhaustively considered in this project
are provided.

5.1 Heat Pump Model
At the beginning of the modelling phase addressed in Section 3.3, two different approaches to
design the heat pump system were identified. In order to remain consistent with the scope of the
research (provide an overview of the potential of the application of a heat pump system for electric
vehicles using 1D models), a pragmatic approach has been selected. However, the results obtained
while building the model of the system demonstrated that the lack of components data is one of the
greatest obstacles. Hence, assumptions had to be made while defining the thermodynamic behavior
of the external evaporator and this led to a weak characterization of the component. Furthermore,
designing the new condenser using the information already available based on the condenser used
in the refrigeration system produced a system unable to work in harmony: on one hand, the
refrigerant mass flow rate required to obtained the desired overheat at the end of the evaporator is
low and it determines an excessive increase in pressure and temperature in the condenser which
leads to an exaggerated subcooling at the end of the condenser; on the other hand, the mass flow
rate required to properly operate the condenser does not allow the evaporator to completely
vaporize the refrigerant. Finally, another important issue encountered is the electronic control of
the expansion valve. The system considered proved to be very sensitive to refrigerant mass flow
rate changes, therefore, an accurate and precise control is needed to stabilize the behavior of the
system.
The first step to favor the approach to heat pump modelling in this situation was a study of the
performance of the external heat exchanger. In order to understand its thermodynamic behavior
while working as an evaporator instead of as a condenser it is necessary to perform experimental
tests, which would provide the data necessary to calibrate its performance and correctly model the
component. However, even doing so, information regarding the internal condenser would still be
missing, hence there would still be the chance of obtaining poor match between the two heat
exchangers. Therefore, it is recommended to proceed following a different methodology as
proposed in Section 3.3, which is a more theoretical approach that is helpful in providing the
missing information needed to overcome the obstacles encountered in this research. It consists of
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an iterative process meant to the design a thermodynamic cycle of the heat pump system on the
pressure vs. enthalpy diagram according to Eq. 3.1, assuming an initial mass flow rate. After having
designed the desired thermodynamic cycle according to the characteristics of the components
already present in the system, there would be enough information to contact a supplier and find the
best solution for the missing components. At this point, the main obstacle highlighted in this project
would be solved and it could be now possible to correctly model the system.

5.2 Cabin Model
The vehicle cool down process has been simulated on the cabin model multiple times analyzing the
impact of different settings. First, the effect of performing a soaking simulation to assess the initial
conditions of the cool down test against manually selecting the initialization parameters for
temperature and mass flow rate was examined. This analysis demonstrated an improvement in the
results obtained in the validation and a mild correction of the transient behavior of the model,
especially in the bottom zones. Second, the impact of considering the gravity effect in the
simulation has been analyzed. Even if under a theoretical point of view adding the gravity to the
simulation represents an important improvement in the mathematical and physical modelling of
reality, there were no significant changes in the results obtained in the validation of the model.
However, the consequences of the introduction of gravity are evident in the soaking simulation,
where natural convection is the only source of air mass flow rate. In order to understand how this
setting improves the reliability of the simulation, it would be necessary to record the temperatures
of the air measured by the different thermocouples also during the soaking of the vehicle and not
only during the actual cool down test. In this way it would be possible to perform a validation of
the soaking simulation too. Finally, the last setting that has been examined is the choice of the heat
transfer coefficient in STAR-CCM+. The third simulation has been performed considering the local
heat transfer coefficient, while the fourth one uses the specified y+ heat transfer coefficient. The
results obtained in the validation showed that the third simulation obtained a higher match with the
experimental data for the front zones, while the fourth simulation better represented the behavior
of the temperature in the rear zones. However, the use of the local heat transfer coefficient also
produced a higher sensitivity to the stopping criterion adopted requiring a higher number of stops
and interactions between the 1D and the 3D software, which reflects on a longer time required
compute a stable simulation. Figure 4. 22 shows clearly the oscillation in the results produced by
this sensitivity.
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It is important to state that the thermocouples used to measure the values used for the model
validation record the temperature of a specific point of the cabin environment, while the aim of the
model created is to calculate the average temperature of a certain volume of the cabin. This means
that a perfect match between numerical results and experimental data cannot be expected. In order
to provide a solid validation of this model, it would be necessary to increase the number of
thermocouples in the vehicle and calculate an average of the temperature measured in each zone.
In light of this, the Embedded CFD tool can be considered a good instrument to provide a fairly
accurate prediction of the distribution of the temperature inside the cabin without requiring complex
and expensive CFD simulations.

5.3 Future work
For future work it is recommended to perform a sensitivity analysis of the model to the average
size of the mesh, defined in the physic section. This should be done considering both the local heat
transfer coefficient, which is expected to be more likely to be affected by this parameter, and the
specified y+ heat transfer coefficient.
Furthermore, an interesting development is the chance of directly connecting the HVAC system (in
this case the refrigeration system modelled in Chapter 2) to this model and perform a complete
simulation. In this scenario, the recirculation port of the Embedded CFD tool and the outlet of the
evaporator air acquire a great importance. In Chapter 4, it has been demonstrated that the output
provided by the recirculation port is one of the weakest aspects of the entire model. The main reason
of this is represented by the fact that, as previously explained, the aim of this model is not to
evaluate the temperature of a specific point but the average temperature of a volume. Therefore,
before being able to connect refrigeration system and cabin models, it is necessary to solve or at
least moderate this issue. Furthermore, it would be necessary to model the ducts in charge of
delivering the recirculated air from the cabin to the evaporator and the conditioned air from the
evaporator to air vent ports.
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